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IN SEARCH OF CUBAN NATIONALISM: TRANSCENDING BORDERS 
 
MARIEM MARQUETTI 
 
ABSTRACT 
Nationalism prevails both inside and outside of what is known to be the 
geographic boundaries of the nation, as seen by immigrants in the United States, for 
instance, who recreate sociocultural environments that remind them of home. This study 
focuses on one such case: Cuban nationalism. How is it that nationalism is found among 
Cubans born and raised in the island and those born and raised outside? What is at the 
core of this nationalism that connects persons of different national upbringings? It has 
something to do with a love for the people, but such a hypothesis needed further 
explanation. Thus, I collected surveys from 46 Cuban Americans and 48 Cubans in the 
island who answered basic national history and cultural questions, and engaged in 
thought experiments. Each respondent was assigned a nationalist score (1 to 4) based on 
their responses, and the mean score values of both samples were calculated. The 
responses confirmed that Cuban nationalism is indeed an admiration not only for the 
people, but more for their sociocultural way of being. Moreover, nationalism is thought to 
be influenced by domestic factors, but it is equally impacted by international ones. 
Cuba’s involvement in Angola from 1975 to 1989, where more than 500,000 Cubans 
served, demonstrates this. As it impacted so many Cubans, it is important to ask: to what 
extent did this foreign affair affect national identities? To address this question, I 
interviewed 27 internationalists and examined how this event informed national identities 
among those involved. Overall, the following study provides an in-depth account of 
Cuban nationalism as a case study to better understand nationalism as a concept. 
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 1 
“There is something about Cuba that calls its people.”  
While hearing Celia Cruz, Willy Chirino, and Gloria Estefan singing about Cuba 
in the car, my mother points out how Cubans can become so attached to their homeland. 
There is something about that island that spurs a sense of uniqueness and profound pride 
in its people. This must be nationalism. It is an emotion that is transmitted through 
generations as parents and grandparents create or recreate sociocultural environments for 
their descendants to learn to love the homeland regardless of where they were born. A 
culturally-constructed emotion powerful enough to establish a sense of fraternity in 
encounters between a Cuban born and raised in the island and one born and raised 
outside. What is it about nationalism that allows for such bonds to form, especially 
between two individuals from different national upbringings whose, perhaps, only 
commonality is a national identity? From this, we observe just how powerful nationalism 
is in individuals and communities, but what is it about this identity that connects people 
from different backgrounds? Put differently, what is at its core?  
The following study aims to answer these fundamental theoretical questions of 
nationalism using the case of Cuba. Cuban nationalism is young, but robust. Something 
about it causes a sense of ‘reunification’ between Cubans who have never before met. 
How is this so? The fundamental purpose of this study is therefore to find this common 
source. For parsimony purposes, I will limit the study population to Cuban Americans 
who form the largest community of Cubans outside of the island, and Cubans in San 
Antonio de los Baños and Havana.  
 2 
The Cuban nation encompasses all people who primarily identify as Cuban, 
Cuban American, Cuban French, Cuban Spanish, etc. Thus, a nation is a community of 
people who view themselves as fundamentally equal.1 Moreover, it is a community of 
individuals who (or communities that) both recreate and sustain sociocultural 
environments immersed in aspects of the national identity. Nowhere in this definition is 
there mention of territory. For instance, in the Cuban case: those in the island evidently 
sustain such environments at home or in their neighborhood communities where they are 
constantly surrounded by aspects of the Cuban sociocultural life – the culture, language 
(verbal and body), and traditions of the people. Similarly, Cuban Americans recreate 
these environments in their homes and communities where their children, though 
American-raised or -born, develop a deep emotional attachment to their ancestral land. 
This is often the case for immigrant families in the United States whose American-born 
children are oftentimes more attached to the nation of their family’s heritage than to their 
own birthplace; or equally attached to both. Hence, because the Cuban case is one of 
many, the definitions and conclusions of nationalism in this study may be applied to 
study people in other nations. That said, this study offers a useful guide and approach for 
studying nationalism in other nations. As a constructed emotion used by political regimes 
and leaders of national movements to mobilize or inspire change, respectively, 
nationalism affects decision-making in domestic and international spheres. It is important 
to grasp its meaning. By understanding its very core, one can better assess the behavior of 
																																																						
1 Liah Greenfeld, “Theories of Nationalism” Global Nationalism. Lecture. Boston University. 15 March 
2018. 
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certain movements or states. To do so, it is absolutely necessary to comprehend how the 
people involved feel.   
Moreover, a historiography of Cuban nationalism is key to understanding these 
people-to-people bonds and the power of national identity among individuals and 
communities. There are six major transformative periods in the history of Cuba that have 
impacted national identities: (1) the 1868 First War of Independence and 1895 Second 
War of Independence (1868-1898), (2) the era of the Platt Amendment and of U.S. 
involvement in Cuba, (3) the end of the Platt Amendment and rise of Cubanidad, (4) the 
1959 Revolution, and (5) internationalism in regards to Angola (1975-1989). The last 
period is particularly interesting because in those 14 years, more than 500,000 Cubans 
served as internationalists in Angola as soldiers, doctors, nurses, professors, 
administrators, and construction workers. It also marks the last major nationalist wave in 
contemporary Cuban history and is crucial to the study of Cuban nationalism because it 
involves international influences. Nationalism is oftentimes considered to be mostly 
influenced by domestic phenomenon, but Cuba’s involvement in Angola will perhaps 
reveal how it can be shaped by foreign phenomenon to the same extent.  
To understand Cuban nationalism fully then, two questions need to be addressed: 
(1) what lies at its core, and (2) to what extent can a major international affair such as the 
Angolan mission affect national identities? Based on the people-to-people fraternal bonds 
that form and the recreation of sociocultural environments by families in both 
communities, it is most probable that the core of Cuban nationalism is simply a love for 
the people and their way of being; in other words, a love for the sociocultural life of the 
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Cuban – the way that Cubans are, the manner in which they express themselves, and how 
they behave in cultural settings of their society. To test whether such a hypothesis is 
correct, I turned to the people for answers– specifically to Cubans in San Antonio de los 
Baños and Havana, and to Cuban Americans in the U.S. I distributed surveys that asked 
each respondent to reflect on their national identity by answering basic history and 
cultural questions about the nation, engaging in self-identity assessments, and reacting to 
certain statements (thought experiments). Each respondent received a nationalist score 
measured on a scale from 1 to 4, with 1 being “not nationalist” and 4 being “very 
nationalist.” The mean values of the two samples were then calculated to assess the level 
of nationalism in both communities, and to determine if they are roughly the same. If the 
scores are higher than 2.5, the hypothesis would be correct. If lower than the threshold, 
then something else must be the core. For the second fundamental question, I conducted 
interviews with internationalists who went to Angola. Each respondent was asked about 
their experiences and how this affair shaped their perception of the homeland. The 
testimonies will shed light on how the Angolan mission did in fact affect national 
identities among those involved. Overall, the two parts of this field study aim to find the 
core of Cuban nationalism and define the role that a major foreign affair played in 
shaping this core or expressions of it.  
Defining Nationalism  
Nationalism is a complex term to define, but at its very core, it is an emotion. 
There is something about this phenomenon that has led states into war, fueled 
revolutions, and built a level of courage in millions of men and women who vow to die 
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for their homeland. The complexity of this term is reflected in the various definitions of 
scholars such as Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson equivocally defined it as a 
political phenomenon and when other scholars such as Anthony Smith, asserted that 
ethnicities have been the root cause of nationalism. These theories have regrettably been 
taken by many students of nationalism as a given. Politics has a lot to do with 
nationalism, but that does not mean that nationalism is essentially political. How can it be 
when it is an emotion? A nation is an “imagined community” as Anderson asserts, but so 
are fans of a sports team.2 Ethnic nationalism occurs, but such a phenomenon does not 
imply that ethnicities underlie nationalist behavior. How does this explain nationalism in 
a cosmopolitan nation such as the United States whose people are made up of multiple 
ethnicities, yet there is such a thing as American nationalism? Liah Greenfeld’s 
groundbreaking work on nationalism leads to its definition as a “way of thinking” – a 
form of consciousness.3 To add further onto Greenfeld’s definition, I argue that 
nationalism is an emotion as is love, sadness, happiness, and anger. Each movement, 
nation, and region may have different ways of expressing their nationalism, but it is 
essentially expressed as an emotion. It is a feeling that leads individuals of a nation to 
believe in their nation and to think of it as one of the ‘greats’ in the world. In other words, 
nationalism varies from country to country and movement to movement, but the 
phenomenon itself is emotional. I will show this using the Cuban example.     
 
																																																						
2 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 2006).  
3 Liah Greenfeld, Advanced Introduction to Nationalism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2016), 23.  
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According to Ernest Geller, renowned for his theory on nationalism, this concept 
emerged from industrialization, particularly from uneven economic development, and 
occurs when the political and cultural boundaries of a given community become 
congruent.4 There are several issues with Gellner’s theory on nationalism as observed by 
many scholars. Besides the fact that his argument is teleological as noted by Greenfeld, 
there are few, if any, examples of nationalism emerging purely out of industrialization.5 
Moreover, the seemingly Eurocentric approach of his assertion that nationalism is the 
congruence between the cultural and the political boundaries of a territory fails to apply 
in other cases such as the U.S., and countries in Latin America and Africa. Regarding the 
Cuban case, this theory does not hold at all for two reasons: (1) Cuban nationalism 
emerged out of a psychological drive for independence and sovereignty that came about 
through a war – the 1895 War of Independence – and (2) Cuban nationalism extends 
beyond the boundaries of the nation; in other words, Cuban nationalist sentiments exist 
both in the island and abroad.  
Other scholars perceive nationalism to be a political phenomenon. For instance, 
Veljko Vujačić ’s article in the Encyclopedia of Nationalism defines nationalism as a 
“political principle which holds that cultural and political boundaries should coincide,” 
the same definition laid out by Gellner. Others such as Max Weber and Robert Michels 
view nationalism as encompassing “shared historical memories and collective 
experiences” that shape the making of nations as “cultural communities with a common 
																																																						
4 Ernest Gellner, Nations and nationalism (Cornell University Press, 2008), 11. 
5 Liah Greenfeld, “Theories of Nationalism” Global Nationalism. Lecture. Boston University. 01 Feb 2018.  
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political destiny.”6 The association of nationalism with ideology has also been quite 
common. The second part of Vujačić’s glossary definition is exactly this: that nationalism 
can also be defined as an ideology that justifies “a nation’s claim to cultural or political 
superiority.”7 Similarly, Tom Nairn views nationalism as an “ideological response.”8 
However, is politics really the core of nationalism? Though nationalist movements have 
been closely linked to political events, is the desire for political or ideological superiority 
the main characteristic of this debated concept? Nationalism requires a nation, but not 
politics. Take away the politics of a nation and there will still be nationalism. Think of 
the political sphere as the engineers for a nation. Instead of leaving, however, these 
engineers stayed to govern the nation. Whether they stay or leave, however, nationalism 
endures. This is why nationalist sentiments are so strong even among a nation's exile 
community. Turning to the Cuban case, if nationalist sentiments extend beyond the 
borders of the island into the Cuban American communities, for instance, then politics 
certainly cannot be the core of Cuban nationalism for the Cubans in Cuba and those 
abroad do not share a government. There is something else that connects Cubans to one 
another. Is it then ethnicity?  
Nationalism has also been attributed to ethnic or racial ties. Though Weber and 
Michels claim that ethnicity had nothing to do with it, others such as Mauss, Talcott 
Parsons and Anthony Smith argued otherwise. Mauss states that “modern nations are also 
characterized by the belief in the uniqueness of their own racial heritage,” implying that 
																																																						
6 Veljko Vujačić, “Sociology” Encyclopedia of Nationalism. Vol 1 (2001) by Academic Press, 693, 694.  
7 Vujačić, “Sociology” Encyclopedia of Nationalism, 693. 
8 Ibid., 709.  
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race shapes a sense of nationhood.9 Parsons viewed “ethnicity as the historical basis of 
nationality,” suggesting that ethnicity is what led to nationalism and hence the rise of 
nations.10 Finally, Smith is a staunch advocate of ethnicity being the core of nationalism. 
He claims that “ethnicity lies at the origin of modern national identity” and that “modern 
nations combined territorial and ethnic components,” meaning that ethnicity played a key 
role in the formation of nations as the people sought to concretize their ethnic identity as 
a national one: a nation based entirely on their ethnicity.11 Could these definitions of 
ethnicity and nationalism apply to the Cuban case? Not at all. In fact, the reverse 
occurred in Cuba. A national identity was made into an ethnic one. Among Cubans, 
‘Cuban’ is both a national and ethnic identity, a classifier that emerged as a national one 
and later became an ethnic one starting with the 1944 election when former president 
Ramon Grau promoted the idea of ‘Cubanidad’ – an identity based on the hybridity of 
Cubans who descended predominantly from Europeans and Africans.12 The mixture of 
these historical identities was embedded into this concept of ‘Cubanidad,’ which became 
an ethnicity. Moreover, there are no major ethnicities in Cuba, because to be Cuban is to 
be both nationally and ethnically Cuban, an idea that emerged decades after the Cuban 
nation was born. As such, the idea of ethnicity as the main definition of Cuban 
nationalism does not help to explain Cuban nationalism. So then what is it?  
																																																						
9 Ibid., 699.		
10 Vujačić, “Sociology” Encyclopedia of Nationalism, 703. 
11 Anthony Smith, The Ethnic Origins of Nations (New York: Basil Blackwell Inc., 1986), 30, 129.  
12 Charles D. Ameringer, The Cuban Democratic Experience, The Autentico Years, 1944 1952 (Gainesville: 
University Press of Florida, 2000), 16.    
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Is it culture? According to Paul Gilbert, “nationalism typically involves the 
promotion or defense of a national culture,” culture being a “system of 
communication.”13 By far, this is the most applicable definition to the Cuban case. The 
promotion or defense of a national culture can occur both within the boundaries of the 
island and abroad. However, the applicability of Gilber’s definition depends on what is 
meant by national culture. If this culture is political, then the theory does not hold for 
Cuban nationalism. If it is more than that, the theory may be useful. Cuban nationalism is 
one of the most difficult nationalisms to explain because it has been constantly influenced 
by political leaderships, transformed, made into an ethnicity, and is politically divided 
between Cubans in the island versus those abroad. As such, a general definition of 
nationalism that can apply to the narrow meaning of Cuban nationalism would be a 
worthy definition. Returning to Gilbert and the Cuban case, the national culture could 
very well be something about the nation that is not political and transcends national 
boundaries. Is it then just identity?   
Scholars such as Hans Kohn refer to nationalism as “a state of mind” where “the 
supreme loyalty of the individual is felt to be due to the nation-state,” the state of mind 
coming from the individual’s psychological sense of belonging; of identifying his 
persona to the nation.14 Kohn goes further to state that it is a “deep attachment to one’s 
native soil and local traditions,” an idea that can apply to nostalgic Cubans living abroad 
who feel a deep emotional clenching in their chest when reminded of Cuba or those who 
																																																						
13 Paul Gilbert, The Philosophy of Nationalism. (Boulder: Westview Press, 1998), 3. 
14 Hans Kohn, Nationalism: Its meaning and history (Malabar: Krieger, 1965), 9. 
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return to the motherland and feel a tingly sensation in their abdomen caused by 
nervousness and excitement when physically touching Cuban soil either by walking on it 
or when the plane lands.15 Kohn’s definition of nationalism therefore seems almost 
entirely applicable for the Cuban case, but his idea that the individual’s loyalty is also 
directed to the “established territorial authority” completely contradicts Cuban 
nationalism as it leaves out the Cubans who owe their political loyalty to another nation. 
It is also not a “supreme loyalty.”16 An individual has the right to be loyal to a nation of 
residence, but feel attached to their native nation. This is still nationalism.  
Though Kohn’s definition failed to encompass the Cuban case, it does point to a 
key aspect of any meaning of nationalism irrespective of time period and location: the 
individual’s identity and psychological sense of belonging to the nation. Nationalism is 
an emotion. The individual must have this emotional reaction to be considered a 
nationalist whether this reaction be based on political, social, or cultural tendencies. 
Notice how scholars of nationalism have defined this concept on specific characteristics 
of what may constitute a particular nationalist behavior, but is not generalizable to all 
nationalists. For instance, individual A can express their nationalism as one of loyalty to a 
political regime, while individual B can express this same sentiment as one based on 
historical memories and culture. Some may have pride for the nation’s history and its 
purpose or mission if it has one. Others may have pride for their nation’s superiority in 
the arts – dance, music, cuisine.  
																																																						
15 Ibid., 9. 
16 Kohn, Nationalism: Its meaning and history, 9. 
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To briefly comment on the ‘mission’ or ‘destiny’ of a nation, as scholars such as 
Michels and Wirth have discussed in defining nationalism, these goals are one of many 
forms to express nationalism, but it is not the sentiment itself.17 Michels, in particular, 
stated that the national mission can play a fundamental “social-psychological role in mass 
mobilization for military purposes,” a phenomenon that did occur in Cuba during 
recruitment for the internationalist missions to Angola, but still does not explain Cuban 
nationalism as it leaves out those who live abroad.18 Moreover, the relevance of the 
mission is not so much the mission itself as a defining factor of nationalism, but rather 
the individual’s emotional reaction to said mission. This is what constitutes nationalism; 
the psychological sense of identification with a nation may it be the nation’s mission or 
something else. Claude Hurlbert and Liah Greenfeld embed this idea in their views on 
nationalism. Hurlbert defines it as “the feeling of affiliation that binds a people within 
and to a nation and its identity” and Greenfeld describes it as an “mentality,” a mental 
mechanism.19   
Multiple scholars have combined previous definitions or key aspects of 
nationalism. Richard Collins, for example, characterizes “the ideology of nationalism” as 
a “normative congruence of political institutions, economic activity, and cultural 
experience and identity.”20 Louis Snyder defines it as “the product of political, economic, 
																																																						
17  Vujačić, “Sociolocy” Encyclopedia of Nationalism, 701. 
18 Vujačić, “Sociolocy” Encyclopedia of Nationalism, 698. 
19 Claude Hurlbert, National Healing: Race, State, and the Teaching of Composition (Boulder: University 
Press of Colorado, 2012), 129. 
Greenfeld, Advanced Introduction to Nationalism, 23.  
20 Richard Collins, Culture, Communication & National Identity: The Case of Canadian Television 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), 107. 
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social, intellectual, and psychological factors and emerged over the course of 
centuries.”21 Though simple to aggregate all keywords attributed to the concept itself, 
doing so is dangerous to the theory. It is reductive to the generalizability of the theory. 
For instance, Collins’s and Snyder’s definition may work perfectly well in the French 
case, but not in the Cuban case. The danger of including the political qualifier to the 
conceptualization of nationalism is that it excludes Diasporic communities who may 
disagree with the politics of the nation in question. Defining nationalism is therefore 
restricted by its generalizability. How generalizable can the definition be? As such, 
nationalism at its basic core – in order to be applicable to all cases irrespective of time 
and space – is a culturally-created emotion – a psychological process within individuals 
who react to or experience sensations when encountering signs of their national identity, 
speaking of their homeland, identifying with other members of the nation, or defending 
their national identity against verbal attacks and accusations.  
Nationalism at its core is a culturally-created emotion; culturally-created in the 
sense that it is not innate, but rather taught in a cultural setting. Moreover, nationalism is 
oftentimes accompanied by other emotions in given circumstances: happiness or 
excitement when feeling superior for belonging or reminded of home, sadness when 
feeling nostalgic, and anger or disgust when someone threatens one’s own national 
identity. This definition accounts for migrants, including the billions of people who left 
their homeland but feel an attachment to it. Among these, I am one of them.  
 
																																																						
21 Louis L. Snyder, The Meaning of Nationalism (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1954), 3. 
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The Trajectory of Cuban Nationalism 
Cuban nationalism is a recent phenomenon. It is only 122 years old to be exact. 
Within these 122 years, this nationalism changed dramatically, periodically rising and 
falling as political shifts occurred. There are five main periods that influenced the nature 
of Cuban nationalism: (1) the two Wars of Independence (1868 and 1895-1898), (2) Cuba 
under U.S. control (1901-1933), (3) the end of the Platt Amendment and Cubanidad 
(1933-1959), (4) the 1959 Revolution (1959-1975), and (5) internationalism in regards to 
Africa, particularly to Angola (1975-1989).  
The fetal stage of Cuban nationalism occurred during the 1868 First War of 
Independence, also known as the Ten Years’ War which was triggered by resentment 
against Spain and the ruthless rule of Spanish governor Francisco Lersundi in Cuba. This 
event and its iconic figures such as Carlos Manuel Cespedes must be considered part of 
the Cuban nationalist story since it has been frequently referred to and written about in 
political speeches, children books, and the media. Cespedes symbolically freed his slaves 
from La Damajagua plantation near Bayamo in Oriente on October 1868 where he 
claimed that “all men are equal and that the people are sovereign,” an event that became 
known as the Grito of Yara.22 Interestingly, Cuba’s national anthem, La Bayamesa, was 
titled as a tribute to Cespedes’s call for the abolition of slavery and Cuban independence 
in Bayamo. It is also attributed to Rosa Castellanos, a Cuban-born former slave who 
joined the Mambi rebel forces in 1895 to fight against the Spanish and became known as 
																																																						
22 Peter Marshall, Cuba Libre (Boston: Faber and Faber, 1987), 23.  
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“La Bayamesa.”23 As Cuba’s first nationalist moment, the 1868 War linked Cuba’s 
struggle against Spanish colonial rule to the struggles of its African Diasporic 
community. The symbolic gesture of freeing the slaves in rebellion against Spain is in 
itself proof of how Cuban nationalism began as not only a movement for independence 
but also a movement for racial equality. This demonstrates how complex Cuban 
nationalism is even at its pre-birth. Furthemore, the story of Cespedes’s call, La 
Bayamesa, and Cuba’s African identity are all detailed in the allegories of a recently 
published children’s book in Cuba: Dulce Maria Sotolongo Carrington’s Árboles 
Mambises (2013).  
The conception of Cuban nationalism may be traceable to 1868, but its birth came 
in 1895 with Cuba’s Second War of Independence against Spain. During this struggle, 
both blacks and whites united as the “Mambi” rebels who were determined to expel Spain 
from Cuba. “Mambi” is an African-derived word that means “children of vultures and 
apes.”24 Despite the derogatory connotation, revolutionary leaders and rebel forces 
embraced the title as one of rebellion and honor. The primitivism and origins of this term 
that was used as a label for the rebel forces who freed Cuba and that appears in a number 
of pre-school books in Cuba today, demonstrates the presence of the memory of Africa 
during the 1895 War for Independence. For example, two books for children: 
Carrington’s book, Arboles Mambises and Armando Morales’s play Teatro Mambi Para 
Niños published both in 2013 reflects an inherent love for the nation’s history from 
																																																						
23 Dulce Maria Sotolongo Carrington, Árboles Mambises (Havana: Editorial Gente Nueva, 2013), 37.  
24 Marshall, Cuba Libre, 24.  
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authors who seek to pass on such history to the new generations. Furthermore, 75% of the 
rebel forces were African descendants or African-born, suggesting again the crucial role 
that African Diasporic influences played in the achievement of Cuban independence and 
in the formation of Cuban national identity.25 Both the symbolism of “Mambi” and the 
demographic nature of the independence rebel forces illustrate that Cuban nationalism 
began as a movement for both independence and racial equality, a movement that was 
suppressed by U.S. control over Cuba shortly after it defeated Spain.   
I stress the importance of Cuba’s African identity because it is a fundamental part 
of Cuban nationalism as reflected in the mixing of European, African, and Native 
American peoples, the need to help the Angolan people in their time of civil war because, 
as Castro declared, “Africa’s blood runs through Cuban [our] veins,” and the several 
books and articles published recently analyzing African history in Cuba. In fact, there is 
no such thing among Cubans as the “Afro-Cuban.” This is a term constructed by scholars 
whose purpose in doing so is to maintain clarity and concision in their writing. Ask the 
average Cuban about what an Afro-Cuban is and they will not be able to tell you. This is 
because the blacks and whites of the island identify equally as Cuban. “El espiritu de 
Cuba es mestizo,” said Cuban poet and writer Nicolas Guillen.26  Cuba’s African identity 
has fused into the national identity, so there is no need to single out black Cubans as 
Afro-Cubans. On the topic of racial relations, most Cubans will bring up the phrase, 
																																																						
25 Marshall, Cuba Libre, 30.  
26 “The spirit of Cuba is mestizo” 
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Virginia, 1993), 1. 	
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“Quien no tiene de Congo tiene de Carabali” – “Whoever does not have Congo in them, 
they have Carabali,” two African ethnicities. Additionally, even Cuban religion is 
complex: there is no single religion. A number of Cubans fuse Catholicism with African 
religions. For instance, my “virgencita,” The Virgin of Mercedes, is Batala in the African 
religion. They both dress in white and bring clarity to the mind. Western religions of 
Catholicism, Judaism, and Christianity live side by side with African religions of Palo 
Monte and Santeria in both the island and Cuban Diasporic communities. They are both 
present in the beliefs and practices of millions of Cuban families regardless of where they 
are! So then, is religion the base for Cuban nationalism? Not necessarily, It is only a part 
of it, but Cuban religion needs to be discussed because it is one of the many identities that 
form the Cuban identity. However, Cuban identity is more. Even the religious Cuban and 
the non-religious Cuban feel a connection. It may not be through religion, but through 
something else. Is it fair to say that they are connected through their national identity? 
But then again, this would be circular for even national identity which can imply 
nationalism is undefined.  
A Comment on Racial Diversity and Nationalism  
Tourists are often surprised by the high level of racial diversity among Cubans. In 
fact, discussions of race have become almost nonexistent in the past decades until very 
recently with the works of various Cuban scholars and artists who seek to revive the 
discussion as racism continues to be an issue in the island. Cubans are mixed to the point 
that most, if not all, Cuban families have members of varying races and ethnicities. As 
such, outside observers and even Cubans themselves have come to associate la Mulata (a 
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mulatto woman) as a national symbol. Scholars such as Vera Kutzinski, for instance, 
view Cuban nationalism as a construct of mestizaje. She states that the “imagined 
community of Cuba encodes its national identity in the iconic figure of a mulata,” the 
Caridad del Cobre, patron saint of Cuba.27 According to Google Images, searching 
“Cuban women” will result in the majority of images being a mulata (brown woman), 
when 66.1% of Cubans have identified as white, 9.3% as blacks, and 26.6% as mixed, 
according to the Cuban 2012 consensus on the Afro-Cuba web.28 Moreover, a 2014 
autosomal study revealed that 72% of Cubans are of European descent, 20% of Africa, 
and 8% Native American.29 Cubans in these percentages may overlap since there are 
millions of mestizo (mixed) Cubans.  
She is a compound of everything, 
She is between heretic and Christian, 
She is like her skin itself 
Between black and between white 
She is the same as the trout 
That fluctuates between two waters 
 
While perhaps true that the Mulata forms an important part of Cuban national 
identity, is this really the core? How do white or black Cubans feel when they are told 
that the Mulata is the representative among Cuban women? Some, such as members of 
my family and I – a family of blacks, whites, and mulattos – would agree that this is our 
national symbol. We feel pride in our nation’s mestizaje, but do the majority agree? 
Where does this place Cubans who feel emotional towards other attributes of Cuban 
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identity such as Marti’s writings, the Revolution, internationalism, or Cuba’s musical 
culture? Would these attributes overlap with the Mulata as the national symbol and 
representative of Cuban mestizaje? In an attempt to answer such questions of Cuba’s 
multi-dimensional identity, Andrea Potter makes a valid point that “Cubans vary on what 
they consider to be Cuban.”30 She engages in an extraordinary comparison of the Cuban 
story in the island and in the U.S., and is one of the first writers on this subject to 
encourage historians to “recognize that communities can transcend borders.”31 In the 
same way that communities transcend borders, so does nationalism. Potter seems to make 
the claim that Cuban nationalism depends on experience and varies from individual to 
individual. I would have to disagree. There is something central to all nationalist Cubans. 
I stress nationalist Cubans, because there are Cubans who are not at all nationalist, similar 
to how there are millions of people in the world who do not have this emotion. It is an 
emotion that is developed by upbringing or experience. Returning to Potter’s point, I do 
not see how Cuban nationalism itself varies. I believe that when one Cuban nationalist 
meets another, there is a bond. When a Cuban, born on the island or to Cuban-born 
parents, goes years without seeing signs of his/her national heritage, he/she yearns for 
something Cuban. When one meets one of his/her national brethren in a place where 
there are not many, he/she feels an emotional connection. Can the fact that Cuban 
nationalism varies from individual to individual explain this emotional connection? No! 
A connection signals that there is something in common between two or more people. If 
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their experiences differ, it could be that they share one thing that triggers such an 
emotional reaction, but what if their experiences vary so much that there is nothing in 
common but that connection? Then, it would not make any sense to say that they have 
nothing in common. They do. That emotional connection has a source. The purpose of 
this paper and the research involved is to find that source.  
Racial equality was one of the two goals in 1895; the other being independence. 
The frustration with Spanish colonialism and yearning for independence triggered the 
nationalist movement to expel Spain. This was completely psychological. Cubans did not 
feel that they belonged to Spain, but rather to the land where they were born. A 
psychological sense of belonging to the land of birth and a desire to be independent 
created early Cuban national consciousness. One could therefore say that such 
consciousness began as a love for the country as is; the island itself, defined by its 
territorial islandic boundaries. Having definite borders, the homeland is clearly 
identifiable. The rebels and their supporters felt that their place in the island, a land 
distinct and thousands of miles away from Spain, entitled them to independence. 
The identity of unity that formed to rebel against Spain was national. There was 
no notion of a common ethnicity yet, only a desire to be a free people. The link between 
racial equality and independence says much about the importance of social equality in the 
proto-nation. According to Greenfeld’s definitions, a nation is a community of people 
who see themselves and fundamentally equal to one another. The push for racial equality 
offered the ‘fundamental equality’ ingredient for nationalism, while independence offered 
the ability to form and solidify a national community; national in the sense that Cuba 
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would become an independent nation of equal status in the world. A community of equals 
forming a nation of equal status in the international community. The movement for 
independence and birth of Cuban nationalism, however, were not possible without the 
father of Cuban thought: Jose Marti.   
Philosopher and writer Jose Marti, the leading proponent of Cuba’s independence 
from Spanish colonial rule who became a Cuban martyr during the 1895 war of 
independence, played a key role in shaping Cuban identity and nationalism.32 His 
philosophical writings, for instance, have inspired feelings of patriotism among Cubans 
since the late 1800s to the present day. Knowing the impact of Marti’s words on the 
Cuban people, several political leaders, particularly those from the 1959 Revolution, 
referenced many of his philosophical beliefs in justifying certain political decisions, 
reforms and policies. In doing so, such leaders hoped to evoke patriotic feelings among 
Cubans, causing them to unite and support policies that seemed to align with Marti’s 
beliefs. This was especially the case during the Cuban Revolution of 1959 as 
revolutionary leaders, particularly Fidel Castro, used Marti’s words to remind Cubans of 
their identity and encourage them to come together as one united, defensive force 
prepared to protect that identity from internal or external threats.33 Several books have 
been published with his poems, story, and thinking such as Cuadernos Martianos for 
Middle School, Cuadernos Martianos for High School, and La Edad de Oro. Cuba’s 
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largest and most popular airport is named after him: Jose Marti Havana International 
Airport. Marti statues and monuments with his bust are visible in several parts of Havana 
and throughout the island. There is an entire line of children books filled with Marti’s 
poems and inspirational stories assigned to students in primary schools known as La 
Edad de Oro, the title of a famous book. Cuba’s second national anthem commonly 
known among all Cubans and even to non-Cubans, “Guantanamera,” begins with his 
verses:  
Yo soy un hombre sincero  
De donde crece la palma  
Y antes de morirme quiero  
Echar mis versos del alma34  
 
Marti is also remembered among Cubans as having taught them how to think. He 
is absolutely fundamental to Cuban nationalism and I dare to say, the founder of Cuban 
nationalism. Scholars such as Alfred J. Lopez consider Marti is thought to be a key 
component of Cuban national consciousness. Lopez argues that “the political reading of 
Marti is a necessary part of the future” of Cuban nationalism. While true, the issue that I 
take with this statement is the adjective, ‘political.’ Why does it have to be a political 
reading?35 As in other parts of his book, Lopez places too much emphasis on Marti in 
Cuban politics, but the words of Marti were much more powerful in society. It therefore 
seems that he equates Cuban nationalism with the island’s politics, a definition that fits 
well with Vujačić’s glossary definition, Gellner’s theory and other scholars who perceive 
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nationalism as a political phenomenon. The capacity of nationalism to transcend borders 
and exist among communities who do not share the same politics, proves that Cuban 
nationalism is not essentially political. It seems political because it has often been used as 
an instrument for mobilization, but by itself is not a political principle, phenomenon, or 
idea. Similar to Potter, Lopez makes Cuban nationalism plural as seen by the very title of 
his book, Jose Marti and the Future of Cuban Nationalisms. It is not plural! Individuals 
may experience or express it differently, but the same phenomenon occurs in each Cuban 
nationalist.  
Other major figures from the war of independence include Maximo Gomez who 
came from the Dominican Republic to join Cuba’s struggle for independence, and 
Antonio Maceo. These two men are also quite popular in children books, the media, and 
magazines along with Marti. The constant reference to these heroes serves as an attempt 
from Cubans reminding fellow Cubans and the new generations of the beautiful birth of 
their nation, hence inspiring nationalism. Are the ideas of Marti, Maceo, and Gomez then 
what constitute Cuban nationalism?  
Cuban national consciousness, however, became almost nonexistent during the 
period of U.S. control from 1902 to 1933. Marti was not alive to counter or at least 
mitigate this situation since he died as a martyr during the battle for independence. 
Immediately after Cuba achieved independence in 1902, the United States became very 
involved in Cuban political and economic affairs, reducing the status of Cuba’s new 
political leadership to that of a mere puppet administration. The Platt Amendment, for 
example, justified U.S. intervention in Cuba. Having been ratified in 1901, this 
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amendment guaranteed the removal of U.S. military forces from Cuba under the 
condition that the Cuban government accept the eight listed conditions that explicitly 
justified U.S. intervention in Cuban affairs. It was intended to ease the transfer of 
sovereignty to Cuba, but instead served as a written law allowing the U.S. government to 
boost its commercial interests in Cuba.36 For instance, one of the eight conditions 
prohibited Cuba’s political leadership from “entering into any international treaty that 
would compromise Cuban independence” and another condition permitted U.S. 
intervention “to defend Cuban independence.”37 However, Cuban independence had 
already been compromised by this Amendment because it allowed the U.S., a major 
power, to commandeer political and economic affairs in Cuba for its own economic 
interest under the excuse of protecting Cuban independence. The Platt amendment 
endured for more than 30 years, meaning that for most of the early 1900s, the U.S. had 
intervened countless times in Cuba, repeatedly damaging the island’s sovereignty. Such 
endless interventions by the U.S. eventually generated an anti-U.S. sentiment in Cuban 
society, which became vastly pronounced during the 1959 Revolution, when 
revolutionary leaders, including Castro and Guevara, constantly pointed out the evils of 
U.S. imperialism to convince Cubans to unite against the U.S. and its imperialist plans. In 
fact, Fidel Castro and his brother, Raul Castro, launched a nationwide campaign labeled 
the “war of all people” where Cubans were empowered to be militarily prepared to 
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defend the homeland against a potential U.S. invasion.38 American intervention may have 
depleted nationalist levels in Cuba during the era of the Platt amendment, but it later 
served as a marker of Cuban history used by political leaders to elevate Cuban 
nationalism out of a growing anti-U.S. sentiment that they fed by reminding the people of 
those years under U.S. control and warning them of the U.S.’s imperialist desires.      
With the end of the Platt Amendment in the 1930s, nationalism reentered the 
political scene within the next few decades. Cuban president Ramon Grau San Martin 
won his second presidential term in 1944 with a successful political campaign that had 
been based on the idea of “Cubanidad,” simply meaning ‘being Cuban.’39 Cubanidad is 
synonymous to Cuban identity. In Grau’s inaugural address, he declared that “it is the 
Cuban people themselves who are going to rule their destiny.”40 Grau’s political 
campaign shows the importance of maintaining Cuban identity and sovereignty, which 
was at the time of his election, the best interest of the Cuban public. The notion of 
popular sovereignty officially reentered the vocabulary of Cuban nationalism. During the 
period of U.S. Control through the Platt Amendment, this concept became almost 
nonexistent. By far, the frustration with Spanish colonialism and psychological sense of 
becoming a people tied out of love to its country, racial equality, African identity, Jose 
Marti and his fellow revolutionaries, and popular sovereignty all mark the first 50 years 
of Cuban nationalism, starting with a high point in 1868, then in 1895 to 1901, but 
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dropping to seemingly low levels from 1902 to 1933 as seen by the absence of 
discussions on nationalism, and rising again in the 1930s-40s. As such, Cuban 
nationalism has fluctuated immensely only within five decades of its birth. Following 
this, a trajectory is needed to understand why it is so complex and what is at its core.  
The Cuban 1959 Revolution    
Because nationalism serves as a basis for people to unite under shared ideas and 
perspectives, several governments throughout history and across the world have used this 
political device as a tool to mobilize members of their communities or countries. Such 
governments typically emphasize the need for patriotism or devotion to the homeland to 
lead nationalistic efforts and in this way, gather immense support for and during the 
implementation of domestic and international policies. Nationalism can therefore serve as 
a symbolic beacon of common ideas and principles related to the well-being of the nation 
that draws members of a society or country to unite under it. As a result, a centralized 
population around this beacon of principles would then permit the government, the 
creator of said beacon, to carry out its policies with ease and little resistance.  
Additionally, this united population would serve as one great defense force that drives 
potential invaders away, elevates the reputation of its nation within the international 
community as one of unity, might and potency, and inspires Cubans join government-led 
collectivities where they would feel the need to do the best they can in helping to promote 
and carry out domestic and international policies. Nationalism was therefore an attractive 
political tool for the revolutionaries who saw it as a way to mobilize Cubans into 
accepting their political decisions and policies, an ideal situation that was needed for 
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internationalist recruitment, particularly to Angola. As such, they sought to revise the 
national consciousness and ensure that future generations would think as revolutionaries 
and for those selected to serve abroad, as internationalists. Doing so would therefore take 
Cuban nationalism in a new direction. The revolutionaries conducted nationwide 
campaigns to spread revolutionary messages with a new interpretation of Cuban identity 
where again, Guevara proposed the creation of a “society of new men” devoted to the 
defense of their homeland [Patria] against potential outside invaders, principally the 
United States.41 To carry out this transformation, the new regime implemented several 
reforms in education and institutionalized the general military service in 1963 requiring 
that all young men do military training. Both reforms were intended to enlighten future 
generations about the Revolution and instruct young Cuban men on how true patriots 
defend their homeland.42 
Soviet Involvement Initiated Two Nationalist Waves in the Cuban Nation 
The Soviet Union was not only Cuba’s main ally during this period, but also its 
lifeline. To enhance the communist bloc and Marxist-Leninist ideology, the Soviets 
provided extensive resources and equipment to the Cubans until the USSR collapsed. 
Originally, shortly after the triumph of the Revolution, Castro had no intention of 
implementing communism in Cuba. In fact, in one of his first speeches, he affirmed, “this 
Revolution is greener than the palms,” meaning that it strayed away from ‘red’ 
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communist ideologies. However, his anti-U.S. sentiment skyrocketed shortly after the 
failed U.S. Bay of Pigs invasion, causing him to declare the United States an enemy and 
adopt communism as a direct challenge to the regional hegemon. Castro and Khrushchev 
were already in communication, but it was at this time, with this bold move, that Castro 
officially introduced communism in the island. Such a move also benefited Castro’s 
legitimacy as the island flourished by trading with one of the two largest superpowers and 
by receiving military equipment both for domestic and international (internationalism to 
Angola, i.e.) purposes. Hence, the anti-U.S. sentiment of the 1960s that Castro helped 
spread and the new ideology of Marxism-Leninism ushered a new wave of nationalism in 
Cuba, impacting the sense of national identity among many islanders, for better or for 
worse. Among those who supported the Revolution, Marxism-Leninism or anti-U.S. 
sentiment, or both, came to define their national identity. Among those who were 
opposed to the Revolution and immediately fled in massive waves of migration, 
Marxism-Leninism impacted their national identity to the point that they felt forced to 
leave their homeland. A number of Cubans in the latter group actually became upset with 
the rise of communism in Cuba to the point that they either joined political activities in 
the U.S. to topple the Castro regime, becoming just as nationalist as the revolutionaries, 
or sought to disassociate themselves from Cuba.  
Hence, Soviet involvement was fundamental to shaping Cuban nationalism. In 
fact, it initiated two major waves of nationalism in the Cuban nation: (1) revolutionary 
sentiment followed by an admiration for Marxism-Leninism and oftentimes, an anti-U.S. 
sentiment, and (2) an anti-Revolution sentiment, particularly among those Cubans who 
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fled to the U.S. and became politically involved to end the Castro regime and witness a 
free and democratic Cuba to which they intended to return. In an episode of Que Pasa 
U.S.A. (a sitcom about a Cuban family in Miami), one of the characters was hesitant to 
become a U.S. citizen in the hope of one day returning to Cuba once Castro and the 
revolutionaries were out of power. These two waves of nationalism persist to the present-
day as can be seen by the involvement of young Cubans in the Union of Young 
Communists, and the participation of young Cuban Americans in the Cuban American 
National Foundation (CANF) and student organizations at universities that promote ‘a 
free and democratic Cuba.’ Hence, the 1960s – a period of increased Soviet involvement 
and anti-U.S. sentiment – was fundamental in shaping Cuban national identities, 
particularly during the internationalist period to Angola, as will be discussed later in this 
study; and has had major implications for what Cuban nationalism looks like today.  
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Nationalism in the Cuban American Community 
“Cuban nationalism is leaving Cuba physically, but staying there emotionally.” 
- Respondent in Group Interview 
Nations are not divided by borders. Though many Cuban Americans may not be 
entirely familiar with the history of Cuba or its national representations, there exists a 
deep attachment that leads many to identify themselves as Cuban or Cuban American, 
and strongly react to this identity when in an area where there are not many, or when 
offended. Such conclusions were found in the responses of 46 Cuban Americans who 
completed the ‘Defining Cuban Nationalism in the U.S.’ questionnaire which consisted 
of basic national history and cultural questions, self-identity evaluations, and thought 
experiments. To support these conclusions, I included my personal account, a Cuban poll 
undertaken by the Florida International University in Miami, and a discussion of songs 
about Cuba by Cuban American singers.  
The online questionnaires were developed using the Boston University Qualtrics 
system and distributed to Cuban American student and professional organizations, and 
individuals via social media. Of the 46 respondents, seven participated in a group 
interview at Boston College. For these respondents in particular, I used the Lurian 
Pictogram, a mental exercise in which subjects depict their thoughts on paper, and found 
that all seven respondents were Cuban nationalists.  
Furthermore, all 46 Cuban American respondents were assigned a ‘nationalist 
score.’ Each score was calculated based on the responses and nationalist tone – 
expressions of admiration or love for the people – of each respondent. For those who 
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primarily identified as Cuban or Cuban American, expressed positive feelings when 
meeting fellow countrymen, and reacted more defensively to the offensive statement 
towards Cubans than the one towards Americans received a ‘4.’ Those who primarily 
identified as Cuban or Cuban American, also expressed positive feelings when meeting 
fellow countrymen, but reacted equally to the offensive statements, received a ‘3.’ Those 
who primarily identified with Cuba, but did not express positive feelings when meeting 
fellow countrymen, and reacted neutrally to both statements received a ‘2.’ Those who 
did not primarily identify with Cuba, did not express positive feelings when meeting 
other Cuban Americans, and reacted neutrally to both statements received a ‘1.’ Some 
scores may have a .5 depending on their tone in responses to other parts of the survey. 
The mean score calculated for this sample was 3.077, a relatively high average nationalist 
score with a low standard of error (0.126) and thus high level of significance (higher than 
the 2.5 threshold). The wider aim of these questionnaires was to measure each 
respondent’s level of nationalism, how they primarily define themselves, and how they 
reacted to certain comments or statements. After analyzing each response, I calculated the 
mean score of this sample to obtain a quantitative measure of nationalism in Cuban 
American communities supported by qualitative analyses, and searched for any 
similarities or patterns across responses. The mean score and qualitative analyses 
altogether show that Cuban nationalism does indeed prevail in Cuban American 
communities, even among those not born in the island.           
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National History  
Not surprising, knowledge of Cuban history is not as strong among Cuban 
American communities as it is in the island. For instance, 22 of 39 respondents answered 
that Cuba’s war of independence took place in 1895, 1896, 1898 or sometime in the 
1890s. Meanwhile, more than 90% of the respondents in Cuba answered: “1868,” Cuba’s 
first war of independence.43 The second war of independence – 1895 – makes an 
appearance in most studies, articles, or lectures of Cuba since this war resulted in the 
defeat of Spain and Jose Marti died in battle as a martyr. Not many Cuban Americans, 
however, are familiar with the events of 1868. All 46 respondents (except one) knew who 
Jose Marti was. About half of the respondents knew who Maceo (29 of 46) and Gomez 
(30 of 46) were, while all respondents of the other sample collected in Cuba knew them. 
A national history known to most Cuban Americans is the oppression in the island and 
subsequent journey to America. 36 of 39 respondents who answered this question were 
familiar with the Mariel boatlift where hundreds of thousands of Cubans fled the island in 
the 1980s. Furthermore, among those who partook in the group interview, when they 
were asked to draw or write about the first thing that came to their minds when thinking 
of Cuba, some of them identified Castro, the Revolution, Communism, Che Guevara, the 
Peter Pan flights (Cuban children transported to Miami), and a boat or raft. One wrote, 
“an unfortunate turn of events for such a beautiful island.” Again, this is a common 
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national history among Cuban Americans: political oppression the journey from Cuba to 
the U.S.  
A knowledge of the nation’s history, however, does not reflect nationalism. 
Cubans and Cuban Americans have different histories with some similarities in their 
knowledge of war heroes, i.e. In fact, as seen in the surveys, there were a number of 
Cubans on the island who knew the island’s history (through school) but are not 
nationalists or are less so than a first-generation Cuban American. As such, national 
history may offer some answers to defining nationalism, but by itself is not a determining 
factor.   
Culture and Community  
Nationalism in the Cuban American community can also be observed as a shared 
patriotism, a fraternal connection among members of the community that may differ in all 
respects of life, but connect and form special bonds, whether temporary or long-term, 
based on a single national identity. Most of the respondents, for instance, reported feeling 
excited, happy, or thrilled to meet another Cuban or Cuban American. As one wrote, a 
symbol of Cuban national identity is the: 
“sense of pride in where Cubans come from and the bond that most of us have 
with each other in dealing with the hardships of communism, separation from 
family, and trying to provide a supportive community where we all understand 
each other’s struggles.”44  
 
When asked, “how do you react when you meet another Cuban?”, most responded 
positively. A couple, in particular, wrote of this experience as a sort of reencounter. One 
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of the respondents articulated, “when I meet other Cubans, it feels like family...”45 Again, 
this familial connection is what merits our attention. A sense of fraternity or familiarity 
with members of the nation, with those of one’s kind. It is a kinship. A number of 
respondents stated having felt “excited,” “happy,” or “proud” when meeting fellow 
nationals because they lived or live in places where there are not many Cubans. A sense 
of community is definitely prevalent among Cuban Americans who experience 
sentiments of familiarity or fraternity when they meet others. Even in areas with large 
communities such as Miami or Union City, there is a strong sense of community among 
them, as one would expect of any nationality. This communal sense and shared patriotism 
among Cuban Americans resonates from the core of Cuban nationalism, and perhaps for 
all nationalisms in general.   
When asked to draw Cuban nationalism, some of the respondents drew a group of 
people united, holding hands. One, in particular, drew three stick figures inside the Cuban 
flag with a quote to the right that read “Cuba Libre.”46 Another respondent spoke of the 
struggles that Cuban Americans underwent and their ability to overcome any adversity, a 
‘Luchador’ (fighter) attitude. Among many Cuban American nationalists, a kinship forms 
based on culture and a common knowledge of the struggle that their parents, 
grandparents, or themselves underwent on their journey from Cuba to the United States. 
Similarly, a Cuban American not born in the island asserted that “Cubans are 
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hardworking people and understand what it’s like to have nothing.”47 Such a luchador 
attitude is shared among a number of Cuban Americans, suggesting that their common 
national history has a lot to do with the journey from Cuba to the U.S. A Cuban 
American born in the island asserted, “Cubans are a resilient people” and they “worked 
themselves into prosperity - and helped improve and revitalize the cities where they live.” 
Through these responses, one can observe as sense of pride that these respondents feel for 
belonging to a proud people, and it is this shared pride, a shared patriotism, that connects 
them. As one of the respondents wrote, “Cuban nationalism is being able to identify and 
relate to other Cubans no matter what other background they have.”48 Despite their 
differences, this one identity is powerful enough to create a special bond, either 
temporary or long-term, through a recognition of the characteristics of the Cuban people. 
Moreover, in a place or situation where being Cuban is unique, several Cuban Americans 
feel a sense of uniqueness, pride and nostalgia for something that reminds them of home. 
One of the respondents feels pride and relief when meeting Cubans in professional 
spaces. Such encounters, she states, grants her a sense of representation and protection 
especially in areas where being Cuban is unique. Hence, nationalism is not only visible in 
Cuban communities of the island. It is just as strong among Cuban Americans regardless 
of where they were born. 
To the statement, “Salsa came from NY,” most of the respondents disagreed (30 
of 39). Among these, one wrote, “F*** NO,” a strong reaction defending Cuban identity. 
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Another wrote, “No. Salsa is Cuban music.”49 Few respondents wrote either “Yes,” 
“Could Have,” or “I do not know.”50 For Cubans in the island, all wrote “No” except for 
one. On this subject, the majority disagree with this statement. The word ‘salsa’ may 
have come from New York, some may say, but the style of dance originated in Cuba. All 
respondents from both Cuba and the U.S. who exhibited nationalist sentiments responded 
‘No’ or explained why salsa does not come from New York. Hence, to a Cuban 
nationalist, salsa is from the island. This is a cultural agreement among members of the 
community who are ready to defend and explain why this statement is not true. 
Racial diversity and religion are more affiliated with Cuban identity in the island 
than in the United States. About half of the Cuban American respondents knew the 
phrase “Quien no tiene de Congo tiene de Carabali” (21 of 39), while all respondents in 
Cuba knew this phrase. A considerable amount, however, know who the Patron Saint of 
Cuba is: La Caridad del Cobre (28 of 39).51 There are aspects of the culture that are 
understandably different in both communities. A commonality among Cuban Americans 
that is not so much common among those in the island, for instance, is the tendency to 
place more focus on Cuban cuisine when identifying national symbols, since it reminds 
them of home. Hence, there are bound to be differences between these two communities. 
Not only are they separated by a 90-mile stretch, but also by the differences in politics 
and tension between the two nations that define their national identity.  
 
																																																						
49 Respondent, “Defining Cuban Nationalism in the U.S.” Cuban American Online Survey. 
50 “Defining Cuban Nationalism in the U.S.” Cuban American Online Survey.	
51 “Defining Cuban Nationalism in the U.S.” Cuban American Online Survey.	
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A Personal Account  
As a Cuban-born American having experienced nationalist sentiments towards 
Cuba, I feel that it is necessary to include my story as an example of a Cuban nationalist 
raised in the U.S. My interest in conducting this research is proof of my desire to discover 
why am I a Cuban nationalist, and what does it mean to be one? In speaking to colleagues 
and friends of Cuban descent, I noticed that they ask themselves the same questions. As 
such, I decided to explore this phenomenon and its source.  
Here is my story:  
I was born in San Antonio de los Baños, a town in the Artemisa province, south of 
Havana, Cuba, and lived four months in Alquizar, my parents’ hometown, which is about 
10 miles from San Antonio de los Baños. On May 9, 1996, when I was about 4 months 
old, my family (Father, Mother, Brother, and me) migrated to Miami, FL, the United 
States, the first place I remember seeing and my home. My parents enrolled and were 
selected by the “Cuban lottery system” in which Cuban applicants were randomly chosen 
and given travel visas for settling in the U.S. My father and mother, who each worked in 
more than two factory jobs to sustain our household and build a better future for me and 
my brother, attained their American citizenship five years after leaving Cuba. It was a 
giant leap for them to leave the only place they ever knew and start a new life in “el 
Norte” (the North), the grandiose “El Dorado” destination that most, if not all, Cubans 
perceived the United States to be.  
When I was five years old, my parents invited my great-grandmother, Mima, to 
visit us in the U.S. for a year. She was the first family member from Cuba whom I met. 
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My brother and I, her first great grandchildren, adored her gentle, loving warmth and 
stories from Cuba. We, in fact, implicitly associated her loving attitude with the place she 
came from. I recall us having been very gloomy when she had to return to Cuba and I 
kept asking myself: “Where is she going? My parents continuously talked about a place 
called Cuba. Maybe that’s where she’s going? Where is that?”   
The first time that I became aware of my Cuban identity occurred when my 
family returned to Cuba for the first time in 2003, 7 years after our great migration. 
Certainly before the return, my parents had shown to us several pictures and videos of our 
family members in Cuba. As children, we found this very intriguing and constantly 
wondered where were these people, who share our blood, were located. The first visit, a 
truly emotional experience filled with hugs, tears and outcries of joy, was at first very 
puzzling to me and all I could think about was how happy my parents were to see their 
family members again, the airport and plane adventure, the bright orange soil that could 
stain bare feet for months, and how much my brother and I enjoyed playing with our 
cousins and the village children, who were all fascinated to meet “los Americanitos” from 
the North. Nonetheless, as a child, I may have become aware of my Cuban origins, but 
not yet of how important these origins were in shaping my national and cultural identity. 
We visited Cuba again a year later in 2004 and then in the summer of 2006.  
By the summer of 2006, I was 10 years old and was more aware of my outsider 
identity in the Cuban village. I remember wanting to be more like the village children 
who made me their center of attention for three weeks. I confess having enjoyed being 
treated as a mysterious wonder from the North, but at the same time, I sought to 
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assimilate to their village life by, for instance, running around bare-footed in the orange-
colored ground and making sure to speak in a heavier Cuban accent to sound more like 
them (which I still do). When asked where I was from, I felt conflicted and to a point 
found myself reluctant to respond: “From the United States.”  
In the fall of 2009, I traveled to Cuba twice; the first time in September with my 
parents and little brother and second time in December with my older brother. We made 
travel plans for September as soon as we found out that my great-grandmother was very 
ill. During our visit, my great-grandmother, the first family member from Cuba whom I 
met and symbol of what Cuba initially meant to me, and still means to me) passed away. 
This was a very sad moment for all of us, but we knew that she lived on in our hearts and 
her image will always define the way I perceive Cubans: as loyal, loving and generous 
human beings, as she, from the pearl island of the Caribbean. 
During both visits, I noticed that my outsider identity in Alquizar grew even more 
as I was constantly referred to as “la Americana.” Transitioning from “la Americanita” to 
“la Americana” as a 13- going to 14-year-old teenager, compelled me to start thinking 
about my identity. I asked: “Am I more Cuban than American or more American than 
Cuban? Can I be both? What will happen to my Cuban identity?” However, these 
questions made their way to the back of my mind as I continued my seemingly more 
important duties as a high school student and did not resurface until I started college at 
Boston University.  
Before coming to BU, I browsed the school websites for the academic 
opportunities offered by the university until I stumbled upon the Undergraduate Research 
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Opportunities Program and found Dr. Linda Heywood’s project on Cuban-Angolan 
relations. This strung a cord in my childhood memory. My father, who went to Angola in 
1985 as a medical officer of his unit, the Brigade of Disembark and Assault, special 
Cuban armed forces, recounted his experiences in Angola to me and my brother and 
continues to do so. Oftentimes, we engage in lengthy conversations about the Cuban 
experience in Angola, especially since I started conducting research on Cuban 
nationalism in Cuba’s foreign involvement in Angola. After seeing Dr. Heywood’s 
research description, I immediately contacted her via email and we set up a meeting at the 
beginning of the semester. I then started working as her research assistant for the fall 
semester and translated about 10 books written by Cubans who served or worked in 
Angola. After reading and transcribing these works, I began to develop my own research 
questions, which tied to my original question: “Why did Cubans go to Angola in the first 
place?”  
Furthermore, having noticed that Boston has a very small Cuban community, I 
felt unique and as a result, more Cuban. I found myself (and still do) walking down 
Commonwealth Avenue singing and dancing to “Bailando” from Gente de Zona, “La 
Negra tiene tumbao” from Celia Cruz, “Havana” by Camila Cabello, and songs by Pitbull 
where he constantly gives shout outs to Cuba. In Miami, I paid less attention to my 
Cuban identity since most of my classmates and neighbors were also Cuban. The only 
uniqueness I felt was being one of the few Cuban Americans in my school and 
neighborhood communities who was born in the island. Other than that, being Cuban in 
Miami was, to some degree, the norm. Seeing that this norm did not exist in Boston, my 
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reaction was to immediately seek Cuban ‘things’ that made me feel at home. I found the 
restaurant, El Oriental de Cuba, in Jamaica Plain and went to almost every lecture given 
on Cuba.  
Moreover, after arriving to Boston and becoming aware of the small Cuban 
presence, yet abundant scholarly research concerning Cuban affairs in major universities 
such as Boston University and Harvard University, I regarded my Cuban identity as 
something “cool” and special. In Cuba, I felt more American than Cuban as a result from 
the nickname “la Americana,” and the noticeable cultural disparities that had developed 
between my family here and in Cuba. In Miami, I regarded myself as a Cuban American 
and did not question the interplay of these two identities. Then in Boston, these two 
identities began to diverge as I became more affiliated with my Cuban identity and found 
comfort in my special place as one of the few Cubans in Boston. Nonetheless, the history 
of this country, represented by the city of Boston, has reminded me more and more of my 
American identity. I therefore sometimes find myself struggling to balance between these 
two identities as I know that I will always be Cuban, but never have a place in Cuba, and 
will always be American, but find it easier to socially identify myself as Cuban. Such is 
the reason why I grew fond of the identification “Cuban American” to which I had 
previously given little, if any, thought before coming to Boston. Being a Cuban 
American. That’s who I am. I yet have to figure out how to balance these two identities. I 
know that my place is here in the United States, but I do have an interest and purpose in 
contributing to the Cuban people. I could do so through this research in which I explore 
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Cuban thought and feeling by comparing Cubans in the island and those in the United 
States.  
Through self-reflection, I believe that nationalism in the Cuban American 
community is an emotion of shared patriotism defined either by interest in its political 
future, nostalgia for the homeland, love of culture, or a reaction to anything that threatens 
this identity. Such emotion is not only defined by a love of the island, but also a love of 
its people, the identity, culture, or the thrill that one feels when identifying with Cuba.   
Political Interests 
According to a poll conducted by the Florida International University Cuban 
Research Institute in 2016, 25.8% of Cuban Americans between the ages of 18 and 39 
find a candidate’s position on Cuba very important towards their voting decision. 37.8% 
for those between the ages of 40 and 59, 36.7% for those between the ages of 60 and 75, 
and 48.8% for those 76 years of age or older. Furthermore, 67.6% of those NOT born in 
Cuba find Cuba important in their voting decision, while 63.8% of those born in Cuba 
find Cuba important. Specifically, among the 67.6% not born in the island, 32.8% of 
them find a candidate’s position on Cuba VERY IMPORTANT.52 Hence, even among 
those not born in Cuba, two-thirds of them report that Cuba is important in their voting 
decision, with a third of them reporting that it is very important. 64.3% of Cuban 
Americans supported Obama’s policies towards Cuba while 35.7% oppose the policies. 
Specifically, among those between the ages of 18 and 39, 67.5% support the policies. 
																																																						
52 “2016 FIU Cuba Poll” Florida International University Cuban Research Institute Poll (2016) 
https://c7riochico.net/cp16/impcandcu_tab.htm.  
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More interestingly, however, is the fact that the statistics of Cuban-borns and not-Cuban-
borns are relatively similar in their views towards the Obama administration’s stance. 
59.6% of those not born in Cuba favor the policies, while 40.4% oppose. 65.3% of those 
born in Cuba support the policies while 34.8% oppose. The difference in percentages of 
those born in Cuba versus those not born in Cuba is less than 10 percentage points, 
meaning that interest in Cuba is not only prevalent among Cuban-borns. Such trends 
imply nationalism. There is an interest in the homeland’s destiny. Hence, nationalism 
transcends borders by existing in Cuba and its Diasporic communities. Nationalism 
towards Cuba is resilient to the point that most descendants of Cuban exiles, according to 
the poll, are invested in their ancestral land’s destiny. On the other hand, the polls also 
reveal that a large percentage of Cuban Americans are not interested in Cuba politically.  
The Defining Nationalism surveys revealed similar results. A number of 
respondents not born in Cuba exhibited among a strong political interest in U.S.-Cuba 
relations. One wrote, “Relations should be based on bringing down the communist 
government which is illegitimate.” Interestingly, this respondent was not born in Cuba 
but identified only as Cuban, and made such assertions, indicating that birthplace is not a 
determining factor of who is a nationalist or not. Another respondent not born in Cuba 
declared, “I do not wish to visit till the island is free.” This Cuban American’s 
nationalism is definitely based on political interests, as the politics of the island prevent 
her from visiting a place whose history she seems to know fairly well and is more 
impacted by offenses to her Cuban identity than her American one. Put differently, for a 
Cuban nationalist, her declaration of ‘No freedom, No visit,’ is based on a strong political 
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interest in the island. A Cuban American born in the island claimed, “I wish the US could 
have a good relationship with Cuba as long as they are not a Communist nation.” Such 
political interests form part of their nationalism. The assertions made by these Cuban 
Americans prove that regardless of birthplace, they are all terribly disappointed in the 
politics of the nation, primarily for reasons concerning the well-being of the people. 
Claims for freedom are claims for the benefit of the people. To illustrate this point 
further, a respondent not born in the island wrote, the U.S. and Cuba “should try to be on 
good terms for the benefit of the Cuban people,” while one born in the island wrote, “I 
think it’s wonderful, all of these years accomplish nothing, and deprived the people of 
Cuba the necessities that Cubans here take for granted.” The two, one born here and 
another born there, equally express concern for the well-being of their fellow 
countrymen. Hence, Cuban nationalism in this case seems to be shaped by political 
interests, but it goes further than this. Politics imply a system of rules that benefit the 
people. Hence, political interests whether in support of or in opposition to the Castro 
regime are based on “we know what is best for the people” claims. As such, the claims 
for freedom and adversity towards communism in the island are based on beliefs that 
bring happiness and a decent standard of living for the Cuban people.  
The results of the FIU Cuba poll and the Defining Nationalism Survey show that 
Cuba’s political destiny is important for a number of Cuban Americans irrespective of 
their birthplace. By no means does this imply that Cuban nationalism in the U.S. is 
political, but rather that Cubans who follow political discussions on U.S.-Cuba relations, 
i.e., oftentimes express their nationalist sentiment through their political interests. Put 
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differently, this is nationalism through the lens of politics. This is one of the many ways 
to express nationalism. For instance, one could express it in an admiration for the nation’s 
history, When a Cuban American attends a lecture or a conference on Cuba, he or she 
may feel an emotional sensation that fills their chest or abdomen as they verify or 
question the thoughts said by the speaker(s). Nationalist expressions also result as 
reactions to cultural symbols of Cuba outside of a typical Cuban American community 
such as Miami or Union City. The core of Cuban nationalism, however, is the same 
among all Cubans. It does not vary based on experience. Rather, it is the reaction or 
expression of it that results from different experiences. In other words, it is the experience 
whether political, historical, or cultural that differs, not the nationalist sentiment itself.  
Singing to Cuba  
Cuban nationalism is highly expressed in songs and performances by Cuban 
American singers who sing to Cuba or mention the nation and its people while 
performing. Among Cuban American singers and within the Cuban American community 
in general, there are sentiments of nostalgia for the homeland. There is only one 
expression of nationalism that exists in communities outside of Cuba that cannot befound 
in the island: nostalgia. To many Cuban Americans, there is a special connection, a bond 
to the homeland that is characterized by this nostalgia. It is a feeling that arises when 
their nation is mentioned, hits the top news, or when they return to the homeland, 
especially the very moment when the plane touches on Cuban soil. It is an outside 
perspective; a view of their nation from the outside. Hence, this nostalgia and outside 
perspective leads well-known Cuban American artists to sing to Cuba and personify the 
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nation. Top artists such as Celia Cruz, Gloria Estefan, Willy Chirino, Pitbull, and Camila 
Cabello (new hit: Havana) have sung to Cuba or given it shout-outs. Celia Cruz, in 
particular, had a deep connection to her homeland. While on tour in Mexico during the 
triumph of the Revolution in 1959, Cruz and the other members of the Sonora Matancera 
group decided to cross the border into Mexico instead of returning to Cuba. After she 
became a U.S. citizen in 1961, Fidel Castro forbade her from returning to the island. 
Despite this restriction, to see Cuba at least one last time, she traveled to Guantanamo in 
1990 and brought with her to Miami a small pouch of Cuban soil that she collected from 
under the fence which divides Guantanamo from the rest of Cuba. Cruz’s nostalgia and 
nationalism were reflected in one of her songs titled “In case I do not return” where she 
sings to Cuba:  
In case I do not return 
I will take your flag; 
Suffering that my eyes 
Will not see you free 
And I have always felt fortunate 
For having been born in your arms 
And though I am no longer around 
I leave a piece of my heart for you 
In case, in case I do not return 
Though time has passed 
With pride and dignity 
I have taken your name 
To the whole world 
I have told your truth 
 
In this piece, Cruz personifies Cuba by singing in the second person. Such 
personification is accompanied by sentiments of nostalgia and unconditional love towards 
the homeland. Politically, Cruz did not believe that the Revolution made Cuba free. Her 
yearning for Cuba to be free also forms a major part of her nationalism. Meanwhile, for a 
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number of Cubans in the island, the Revolution forms part of their nationalist sentiment 
because they see it as a provider of freedom and independence for Cuba. This said, these 
diverging interests based on the same claims prove that politics cannot be a definitive 
characteristic of nationalism, as has been previously misunderstood. In other songs, Cruz 
refers to various other aspects of Cuban identity such as dance, the people, and African 
influence. For example, in “Yo viviré,” the Spanish version of Gloria Gaynor’s “I will 
survive”:  
Hear my son [Cuban salsa], my old son 
It has the key of any generation 
In the soul of my people, in the hide of the drum 
In the hands of the conguero, in the feet of the dancer 
I will survive, I will be there 
In this piece, Cruz sings about the soul of her people, the drums, and the conguero 
(drummer who plays the congo drums); aspects of Cuban identity. Her body language 
while performing these pieces are filled with emotion. The joy in her facial expression 
and Cuban rhythm, along with her gesture in bringing back soil from the island, indicate 
that she was a strong Cuban nationalist despite not agreeing with the politics and not 
living there. Cruz’s songs also inspire feelings of nationalism among many Cuban 
Americans. When asked about Cruz and her songs, respondents of the group interview 
exclaimed in joy and one said, “Celia is an icon.”53 Cruz’s songs and performances have 
served as inspiration for several Cuban Americans and stirred nationalistic sentiments.  
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Boston College. 12 Mar 2018.   
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Similar to Celia Cruz, Gloria Estefan sings to and about Cuba. She was born in 
Havana in 1957, and fled to the U.S. with her family as a toddler when Castro came to 
power. Her father served as a Cuban soldier and bodyguard for former President of Cuba 
Fulgencio Batista. He later was recruited in a CIA-funded brigade for the Bay of Pigs 
invasion, and then joined the U.S. army and served in Vietnam. Given her father’s 
political background, Estefan is not allowed to visit Cuba.54 She sings of this nostalgia 
and yearning to see Cuba in a song titled “Hoy”: 
I have marked in my chest 
All of the days that time 
Did not let me be here 
I have a faith that matures 
That goes with me and cures me 
Since I met you… 
I have a pending morning 
And a watercolor waiting 
To see you painted blue 
 
The opening verses referring to a sensation in the chest and how time did not 
allow her to be on the island, demonstrate Estefan’s nostalgic sentiment. Though the song 
does not mention Cuba, the language in these verses is meant for the island. The verse, “I 
have a pending morning and a watercolor waiting to see you painted blue,” is political in 
the sense that Cuba as a communist country, is ‘red,’ so a change in colors from red to 
blue represents a movement away from communism. Hence, as in Cruz’s case, Estefan 
expresses nationalist sentiments with a sense of politics. In another song, “Mi Tierra,” 
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9542436		
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Estefan sings about aspects of Cuban identity, such as the land, drums, timbales, and 
roots:  
From my beautiful land, from my sacred land 
I hear the shout of the drums 
And the timbales that spree… 
The land hurts you, the land gives you… 
The land sighs when she does not see you 
The land where you were born, you cannot 
Forget, because it has your roots… 
 
Willy Chirino, another Cuban American who sings to Cuba, was sent by his 
parents to Miami two years after the triumph of the Revolution as part of Operation Peter 
Pan, an operation organized by the U.S. government and the Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Miami to transport the children of Cubans who did not want their children 
to grow up under the revolutionary regime.55 In a piece with Celia Cruz titled “Cuba how 
beautiful are your landscapes,” he sings to Cuba, again, personifying the nation:  
[Chirino] Hey Celia, lets sing to Cuba, ayy my Cuba, 
that beautiful land that witnessed us being born 
Cuba, how beautiful are your landscapes 
 
Chirino and Cruz display a sentiment of nostalgia and love for the homeland, its 
scenery, and the people. They emphasize their native connection as well: “that beautiful 
land that witnessed us being born,” suggesting that those born in Cuba would have a 
higher tendency to be nationalist. The results of the survey, however, do not reflect this, 
as seen in Figure 1. Nonetheless, these singers enjoy pointing out their native roots to the 
island, though this merely an expression of nationalism and not the core itself. In another 
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song, Chirino sings about his personal story and how freedom to Cuba will one day 
come:  
Barely being a child there in the Antilles 
My father dressed me as a sailor 
I had to travel 90 miles 
And begin my life in the foreign land 
In the luggage I brought a hummingbird 
A book by Martin, a dream and a dance… 
Chirino sings this song in Panama where the tears come rolling down his face 
while performing on stage, especially when he shouts out “Cuba!” at the end of the song 
after listing other countries that are free. At this moment, the climax of the song and 
performance, was filled with emotions both on stage and in the audience, a time of high 
nationalist emotion by both the artist and his listeners.  
These three Cuban American artists express a high level of nationalism and 
display pride in their Cuban identity while singing to the island and its people. Their 
verses are sung amongst many Cuban Americans at family or ceremonial events, and 
have millions of hits and comments on Youtube. Hence, nationalism in the Cuban 
American community has in large part been enhanced or promoted by these artists and 
their songs to Cuba.      
Threats to National Identity  
Cuban American respondents were asked to reflect on their reactions to offensive 
statements about Americans and Cubans. The responses were fairly mixed: about half of 
them reported feeling more upset with the statement about their Cuban identity than their 
American identity, while the other half felt equally offended by both, and two felt more 
offended by the offense to Americans than to the one about Cubans.  
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Offensive statement about Americans: “Americans are awful. They are selfish, 
fat, greedy, nasty, and ridiculous.”  
 
Offensive statement about Cubans: “Cubans are so irritating. With their 
annoying loud talk and vulgar appearance. They are parasites who come to this 
country with those ridiculous privileges to basically feed off the government.”   
 
Among those who felt more offended by the offense to Cubans, about half were 
American-born, an interesting observation considering that their native land is the United 
States, yet they feel more defensive about their Cuban identity (Figure 1, again, reflects 
this). Several of these respondents admitted that they did not feel personally attacked by 
the offense to Americans, but did feel attacked by the offense to Cubans. One wrote in 
reaction to the statement about Americans, “I won't feel personally attacked because I 
don't really consider myself American since I grew up with Cuban culture, traditions, and 
values,” while for the statement about Cubans, wrote: “I would definitely feel attacked. 
Even though I wasn’t born in Cuba, my father came to this country for a better life and 
even better opportunities.”56 As such, Cuban nationalism resonates even among new 
generations not born and not raised in the island.  
The deep attachment to a nation occurs in one’s upbringing when parents and 
grandparents share stories of their life in Cuba, recreate an environment of Cuban culture 
at home where the children, though belonging to another nation, are impacted by such an 
environment to the point that their nationalist emotions are stronger towards Cuba than to 
their country of birth! Nationalism is transmitted in this community through oral 
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traditions and cultural practices in such recreated environments. Put differently, it is not 
the political regime of the nation, but rather these environments of cultural recreation that 
generate a sense of attachment to the homeland among Cuban Americans who perhaps 
never set foot in Cuba. Being raised in such cultural environments, when one Cuban 
American meets another, it is this deep attachment that connects them. Another 
respondent wrote in reacting to the offense about Cubans: “I do feel personally attacked 
because this is my culture and my people.”57 This link to culture and the people are the 
very aspects that are introduced to a child of Cuban heritage who then later as adults have 
a deep attachment to a nation that they probably never met or visited only for a few 
weeks. Several others who felt offended by the statement about Cubans reported having 
felt upset, anger, and disgusted. An American-born of Cuban heritage wrote, “I'd feel 
disgusted in my stomach and my face would crunch up to give off the impression of 
"what are you even saying"…”58 Such defensive reactions trigger the culturally-created 
emotion of nationalism in these individuals who felt anger or disgust at such statements.  
The other half of respondents defended both statements equally, because they felt 
that they belong to both nations. Among these respondents, some were born in Cuba and 
others in the U.S., implying that attachment to a birthplace has very little to do with 
determining nationalism, as a number of scholars studying this phenomenon have falsely 
suggested. It is entirely possible to feel nationalistic to both nations as half of the 
respondents demonstrated. Feelings of ‘personal attack’ in reaction to both statements are 
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proof of this. Equally interesting, one of the respondents was born and raised in Cuba for 
19 years, but after living in the U.S. for a longer time, he grew more attached to his 
American identity. As such, attachment to a nation through nativity may occur in some 
Cuban nationalists, but is not a common source of nationalism in the Cuban American 
community.  
Figure 1: Mean Scores in Cuban American Sample by Birthplace Graph  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, nationalism in the Cuban American community is very high. The mean 
nationalist score calculated for this sample is 3.077. Considering that the scale used to 
measure these sentiments is from 1 to 4, a 3.077 is high, and significantly higher than the 
2.5 threshold. As Figure 1 demonstrates, birthplace does not determine nationalism. If 
anything, this sample shows that Cuban Americans not born in the island have a slightly 
higher mean nationalist score than those born in the island. This may not always be the 
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case, but it can be said with confidence that the mean nationalist scores for both groups 
within the sample are roughly the same, implying that birthplace does not influence 
nationalism.  
Nationalism in Cuba  
Cubans in the island are understandably more aware of their Cuban identity than 
those in the U.S., but this does not mean that they are more nationalist. Their sense of 
national identity is more consolidated since they live within the same community of 
Cubans, learn their nation’s history in schools, and are constantly exposed to national 
symbols. However, as revealed from the surveys, they express roughly the same level of 
nationalism as do their counterparts in the U.S. The sample used to analyze Cuban 
nationalism in the island comprised of 48 Cubans, most of who live in San Antonio de los 
Banos, a town in the countryside, and a couple in the City of Havana. The majority of 
respondents were surveys were collected in San Antonio delos Baños because not only do 
I have family there, but the town itself is representative of the Cuban population as most 
Cubans live in the countryside. The 48 surveys were distributed and collected in a period 
of five days in March with the help of my family members who recruited their neighbors 
and classmates as respondents. Each respondent was then assigned a nationalist score 
using the same 1-4 nationalist scale as with the Cuban American sample. The scores were 
calculated based on the responses and nationalist tone – expressions of admiration or love 
for the people. For those who listed anything related to the people (including political 
aims such as freedom or independence) to the questions “What do you love most about 
Cuba” and “What do you consider to be a symbol of national identity” and made 
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nationalist assertions such as “our history, national hero or flag” or portrayed a nationalist 
tone (i.e.), received a 4. Those who listed anything related to the people in response to 
both questions, but did not make nationalist assertions or portray a nationalist tone in 
their responses, received a 3. Those who listed anything related to the people in responde 
to one of the two questions, but did not make nationalist assertions or portray a nationalist 
tone received a 2. Those who did not list anything related to the people, and did not make 
nationalist assertions nor portray a nationalist tone received a 1. After analyzing each 
response, the mean score calculated for this sample is 2.938, a high average nationalist 
score with a relatively low standard error of 0.138 (higher than the 2.5 threshold). 
Furthermore, I searched for any similarities or patterns across responses for qualitative 
purposes. The mean score and qualitative analyses altogether demonstrate that as in the 
Cuban American sample, the majority of respondents were Cuban nationalists. 
Being nationalist does not have to be based on political interests nor constantly 
expressed as is in the media. Nationalism in a way works as a dormant emotion, a 
reaction that is expressed when one is asked to reflect on their national identity or to 
speak of and about their people, as occurred with most of the respondents. This emotion 
can be triggered by a variety of events, symbols, or aspects of life pertaining specifically 
to the nation. For instance, happiness in one individual may be triggered by reading 
books while in another by watching television. Similarly, nationalism in one individual 
may be primarily produced by an admiration for the nation’s history, while in another by 
the charismatic nature of the people. Many of these ‘triggers’ overlap, of course. This 
study observes these overlapping sentiments and details them in the sections that follow, 
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but the main point is that most of the respondents exhibited some level of nationalism 
related to a genuine love for the people, and it is this same emotion that unites them.    
National History  
Of the 48 Cubans who took the Cuban identity survey, all knew who Antonio 
Maceo and Maximo Gomez - two generals of the Mambi army who fought in the Cuban 
War of Independence against Spain in 1895 - were. Some of the Cubans specified that 
these two men were “grand heroes” and that they formed part of “their [our] history.”59 
Such language is powerful because the phrase “our history” denotes a sense of 
community, fraternity, and strong attachment to the nation. This does not suggest that all 
Cuban nationalists felt the same way, but that many of them grew attached to their nation 
through its history and historical achievements.  
Interestingly, before conducting this study, I was under the impression that 
Cubans would state that the war of independence occurred in 1895 when Cuba defeated 
Spain, but instead, most responded that the war of independence occurred in 1868, known 
as the 10 years’ war that began with Cespedes freeing his slaves and declaring Cuba’s 
right to freedom and independence. In other words, to most Cubans, 1868 was the year 
that started it all. A couple of them even wrote in: “1868 to 1959” – among these, both 
young and elderly Cubans – most probably in reference to the struggle for independence 
from U.S. imperialism. As in every nation, the people know their history through school, 
the media, and other venues, and several express a certain honor or sense of superiority 
																																																						
59 “Defining Cuban Nationalism in Cuba.” Cuban Identity Survey. San Antonio de los Baños, 3-7 Mar 
2018.  
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for being part of a nation with a rich and vibrant history. In other words, a number of 
nationalists – particularly in Cuba – became nationalists through identification with their 
nation’s history. Hence, in Cuba, especially today; nationalist sentiments are not so much 
based on the purpose or mission of the nation as it is in other countries such as the U.S. 
and democratic idealism, but rather in the history and, as will be discussed further below, 
the sociocultural life.  
The Cuban media are the primary promoters of Cuban history to inspire 
nationalism among the people. Most magazines and newspapers have at least one 
reflection of a national hero or major historical event, and several front page headlines 
are based on ceremonial tributes and honors to national heroes of Cuba’s wars of 
independence or revolutionaries from the 1959 Revolution (see Table 1). I selected 
Granma and Juventud Rebelde newspapers since these two are the most popular state-
driven newspapers since the Revolution. The former is targeted to all Cubans, and the 
latter to the Cuban youth. I also selected El Artemiseño to provide an example of a town-
level newspaper and the presence of nationalism in local-level media. Additionally, given 
the limited access to the internet, most Cubans get their news through these newspapers. 
Because they read these editions daily, it is necessary to discuss what exactly is being 
presented to them. A large portion of these editions contain nationalist language and 
commemorative articles to major historical events and figures. Below are some examples 
of headlines from newspapers such as Granma, Juventud Rebelde, and El Artemiseño:  
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Table 1: Cuban Newspaper Headlines  
Newspaper Edition Title Headlines 
March 6, 2016 Juventud 
Rebelde 51, no. 117 
“Presented in Villa Clara libro Raul Castro, a man in 
Revolution” [Front Page] 
March 8, 2016 Granma 52, 
no. 57 
“Honor those who from gentleness make Revolution” 
March 11, 2016, Granma 52, 
no. 60 
“Tribute to the grateful homeland” 
March 11, 2016, Granma 52, 
no. 60 
“Panchito Gomez Toro, el mambisito” – son of 
Maximo Gomez, general in Cuba’s war of 
independence 
December 29, 2017, Granma 
53, no. 310 
“We are from where the Palm trees grow” [Front 
Page] 
January 12, 2018, Granma 60, 
no. 10 
“Cuba defends with pride its heroes as they did one 
day our independence”  
January 14, 2018, Juventud 
Rebelde 53, no. 72 
“Making our homeland more free, prosperous and 
sovereign” – speech by Jose Ramon Machado 
Ventura, second secretary of the CCP during the 
ceremony where the remains of the combatants who 
fought in the II Frente Frank Pais operation for the 
triumph of the Revolution  
January 23, 2018, El 
Artemiseño 8, no. 3  
Being young and martiano (martiano in the sense, like 
Jose Marti)  
February 6, 2018, El 
artemiseño 8, no. 5 
“Inspired in Antonio Maceo, we will know precisely 
how to fulfill our duties” – Fidel  
February 6, 2018, El 
artemiseño 8, no. 5 
“Sus “Camiladas” asombran, aun despues de 86 años” 
Camilo Cienfuegos, revolutionary  
February 19, 2018, Granma 
54, no. 42 
“The anthem in memory of its author” (Front Page)  
 
Similarly, in youth and cultural magazines, there are several headlines and stories 
of national heroes, Cuba’s war of independence, and the 1959 Revolution. The 
newspapers listed in Table 1 are from 2016 and 2018 to demonstrate how these 
nationalist segments are continuously being published in recent times. On the January 19, 
2018 Bohemia edition (a popular Cuban magazine) portrays on the first couple of pages 
an article commemorating Jose Marti followed by accounts of the 1959 Revolution and 
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its victory.60 In another edition of Bohemia published a few months before in November 
2017, there were 3 full articles venerating Cuban historical figures: one on Maceo (p. 22), 
another on Che Guevara (p. 35), and another on Maximo Gomez (p. 68). The Maceo 
Gomez article begins, “No one better than Antonio Maceo to study the relations among 
culture, ethics and politics in the spiritual history of our people.”61 The combination of 
the culture, politics, and people is especially interesting because this is a common theme 
in the media as seen by multiple front-page headlines and full-length commemorative 
articles. The Magazine of the Cultural Society Jose Marti is equally interesting and has 
these same running themes: historical accounts of national heroes, the evolution of 
politics, and the importance of this history and evolution to the people. Even the first 
Cuban president, Tomas Estrada Palma is mentioned.62 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																						
60 Luis Toledo Sande, “El periodista, que tiene de soldado” Bohemia No. 2, (19 Jan 2018), 6-9.  
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61 Armando Hart Dávalos, “Qué es la cultura Maceo-Grajales?” Bohemia No. 23 (10 Nov 2017), 22.  
62 Aida Liliana Morales Tejeda and Mariela Rodríguez Joa, “Más de un siglo de escultura conmemorativa 
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Figure 2: Title of newspaper article in El Artemiseño, 6 Feb 2018: “Titans of Today”  
Quote by Fidel Castro: “Inspired in Antonio Maceo, we will know how to precisely fulfill 
our duties” Image: Monument of Antonio Maceo63  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Culture and Community  
All 48 knew the phrase “Quien no tiene de Congo tiene de Carabali” – “Whoever 
does not have Congo, has Carabali.” This phrase, written by a famous Cuban national 
poet, Nicolas Guillen, refers to the racial diversity or mestizaje in Cuba, an idea that 
fosters a sense of community among Cubans and suggests that all Cubans are part of the 
“same culture,” as expressed by one of the interviewees.64 This said, racial diversity is 
considered a given and ‘normal’ part of Cuban life. To a number of Cuban nationalists, 
																																																						
63 Miguel Terry, “Con todo derecho, Monumento Nacional,” El Artemiseño 8, no. 5 (2018), 3.   
64 “Defining Cuban Nationalism in Cuba.” Cuban Identity Survey. San Antonio de los Baños, 3-7 Mar 
2018. 
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this is what represents Cuban identity and oftentimes what inspires Cuban nationalism. 
Various responses were given regarding national identity, divided between political and 
cultural symbols. The responses and impressions given by the Cuban interviewees varied 
from individual to individual, but what they all had in common was their strong 
familiarity with aspects of Cuban identity and that they carry within them the emotion of 
nationalism, some more than others. All knew major historical figures, the racial diversity 
phrase, and more than 95% of the respondents knew who the Patron Saint of Cuba is: La 
Caridad del Cobre, who is considered to be a major part of Cuban national identity, 
especially in the island.  
On December 29, 2017, the front page headline read: “Somos de donde crece la 
palma” – “We are from where the palm trees grow.” This phrase comes from Jose Marti’s 
writings and Cuba’s well-known song, “La Guantanamera,” which served as the 
inspiration for marking “La Palma Real” as Cuba’s national tree. Within this front-page 
‘story,’ the author writes: “This is a landscape that gives light…in the webs of this 
geography of good people, noble and willing…”65 The nationalist expressions and 
symbolism in this piece are also prevalent in the surveys taken by Cubans in San Antonio 
de los Baños. For instance, a number of them considered “La Palma Real” or the 
charismatic nature of the Cuban people to be a symbol of Cuban national identity.  
Cuban nationalism in Cuba is portrayed as a collective nationalism. In the same 
Granma front-page piece mentioned above, there is a quote from Fidel Castro at the 
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bottom that reads: “Thanks to the fact that there is a feeling called love of the homeland, 
we are strong; thanks to the fact that there is a feeling of love for others and of solidarity 
of all for all, we are strong…” – an idealistic representation of collective nationalism.66 
Furthermore, a front page article on a Juventud Rebelde newspaper published recently in 
January 21, 2018 provides an exact visual representation of this cultural, collective 
nationalism (see figure 2):     
Figure 3: Front page of Juventud Rebelde Article published on January 21, 2018. 
Drawing of a Palm Tree with the Cuban Flag over the word “HOMELAND”67  
 
 
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, a love of the people is not necessarily a love for the collective. It is a love for 
what the people represent. This said, Cuban nationalism is a sociocultural one, a love or 
																																																						
66 Rivera, “Somos de donde crece la palma,” Granma. 
67 “Nominación de virtud y actitud política,” Juventud Rebelde 53, no. 78 (2018), 1.		
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admiration for the way Cubans are, their expressions, sayings, and form of socializing 
with one another. This type of sociocultural nationalism is prevalent among Cubans as 
seen in the responses to the identity surveys (see table 2):  
Table 2: Responses from the Cuban Islanders sample (48) to Question 5: “What do you 
love the most about Cuba?” 
Landscape (7) 
Everything (7) 
Nature (5) 
Talent (1) 
Cuban Flag (1) 
People (6) 
Rum (1) 
Sociocultural Life (1) 
Music (1) 
Freedom (5) 
Identity (3) 
Culture (4) 
Cuban women (2) 
Freedom of Expression (1) 
Climate (2) 
Traditions (1) 
Tranquility (2) 
Charisma (1) 
Independence (1)  
Land (1) 
Love (1) 
Daughter (1) 
 
  Everything: 7 
  Territory: 15 
  Political: 8 
  Sociocultural: 22 
  Personalized: 2 
 
Books, magazines, and newspapers published in the island speak to these aspects 
of Cuban identity. There is a book titled the Cuban Archipelago that covers Cuba’s 
geography, landscapes, and society.68 The most prevalent articles in the media and most 
publications about Cuban identity, however, address historical or political memories. 
Undeniably, many Cuban nationalists feel a deep attachment to their nation through the 
political system or history, or both. Nonetheless, it seems that the majority of Cubans 
																																																						
68 Antonio Núñez Jiménez, El Archipiélago Cubano (Havana: Editorial Scientifico-Tecnica, 2014).  
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who are also nationalists – especially the youth – are not attracted to politics or history, 
but rather to the fraternity and charismatic nature of their people. The media tends to 
emphasize a sort of political nationalism causing the false impression that Cuban 
nationalism is political. On the contrary, politics is only one of many paths to developing 
a nationalist sentiment. Table 3, for instance, reveals how half of the respondents 
identified political symbols while the other half identified cultural ones. Hence, 
nationalism is not only political. It is so much more. Because nationalism has to be felt by 
individuals and shared in order for it to exist, it would not make sense to say it is only 
political. This would exclude the millions who are not interested in politics but are 
nevertheless nationalist.    
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Table 3: Responses from the Cuban Islanders sample (48) Question 14: “What do you 
consider to be a symbol of Cuban national identity?”  
Tocoloro [National Bird] (4) 
Flag (16) 
Guayabera (1) 
Tabacco (4) 
Son (1) 
Trova (1) 
Jose Marti (1) 
Medical Field (1) 
Palma Real (6) 
Flor de la Mariposa (3) 
Charisma (2) 
National Shield (6) 
The Malecon (1) 
National Anthem (4) 
Education (1) 
Folklore (1) 
Rumba (1) 
Treasure (1)  
Rum (5)  
Happiness (1)  
Culture (1)  
Cuisine (1)  
 
National Symbols (Flag, National Shield, Anthem): 26 
Cultural Symbols (Tocoloro, Guayabera, Tabacco, Son, Trova,     
Palma Real, Flor de la Mariposa, Malecon, Rum, Rumba): 26  
People: 6  
Cuisine: 1 
Medical Field: 1 
Jose Marti: 1  
 
Cuban culture and community are just as powerful to nationalism, perhaps even 
more, than politics and history. A Cuban commentator of the Radio Station in Havana 
admitted that historical traditions and ceremonial events for important dates in Cuban 
history have faded in recent decades. Put differently, the nationalist hype for Cuban 
history has decreased. Additionally, the Revolution is 59 years old and nationalism 
towards the triumph of this major event in Cuban history is highest among older 
generations. Needless to say, there are a number of young Cubans who believe in the 
Revolution as seen by their membership and participation in activities of the Union of 
Young Communists (UJC). Nonetheless, nationalism goes further than political interest 
in Cuba. It is an admiration for the sociocultural life of the Cuban. In fact, the base for 
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many young revolutionaries is the people and the sociocultural life. After all, the politics 
of communism that declare equality are based on claims to guarantee the well-being of 
the people. Hence, politics serves as a mechanism for giving to the people and 
guaranteeing their well-being. What seems to be nationalism based on political interests 
is therefore more than just political interests. It is what lies behind the political sphere; 
the idealistic purpose of such politics which is welfare and security of the people. 
Whether the political system works or not is not the point of discussion here. On a similar 
note, whether the intentions of a particular revolutionary or politician are truly 
nationalistic or not is also not the point. The nationalistic language embedded in the 
politics of the nation, in speeches, and in the language of the media is intended for the 
people. As such, the well-being of the people and thus the sociocultural life form the 
basis of Cuban nationalism. Politics is only a form of or venue for expressing this 
sentiment.  
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Discussion: Cuban Nationalism in Cuba and the U.S.  
Though exposed to different national histories and living under rival political 
regimes, Cubans in the island and in the United States share in common sociocultural 
nationalism. The love for the nation is a love for its people and hence sociocultural life. 
Nationalists involved in politics in both communities claim to be involved for the well-
being of the members of the nation. The fraternal love and shared patriotism prevalent 
among Cuban nationalists is so powerful that revelations of this common national identity 
create a sense of brotherhood not only in the United States, but also in Cuba. A large 
number of respondents in the island listed something related to the people when asked 
what they loved most about Cuba, or viewed the charismatic nature, culture, or 
sociocultural life of the Cuban to be a symbol of national identity. Many Cuban 
American respondents wrote about the struggle, hardships, or fighter attitude of the 
people, and reported to have reacted very positively when meeting another Cuban 
American. Hence, members of both communities express this shared love of the people, 
which is what connects them. Cubans in both communities have different ways of 
expressing this love, but ultimately, it is a love born out of a sociocultural upbringing or 
experience. As seen in table 4, many Cuban Americans and Cubans identified the flag as 
the symbol of Cuban national identity. Flags are central symbols of national identity. A 
group of Cuban American respondents confessed that when attending a student 
organization fair, the Cuban flag caught their eye causing them to walk over and sign up. 
It is a banner that calls members of the nation to unite. The fact that a large portion of 
respondents from both communities identified the flag as the symbol is consistent with 
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the fact that Cuban nationalism prevails in both. The flag, however, is merely the 
physical symbol. The meaning behind it is what matters, and this meaning, I argue, is this 
love of the sociocultural life – a love for the the way that Cubans behave and express 
themselves in cultural settings of their society – is what connects Cubans across borders.  
Table 4: Comparing responses of Cuban Americans and Cubans, to the Question 14: 
What do you consider to be a symbol of Cuban national identity?”  
Cuban American Responses  Cuban Responses  
Flag (24) 
Diversity (1) 
Cigars/Tabacco (4) 
Guayabera (2) 
Cuban Coffee (1) 
Arroz Congris (1)  
Ropa Vieja (1)  
Dominoes (1)  
Jose Marti (4)  
Religion (3)  
Palma Real (3) 
La Virgen de la Caridad (3)  
Peter Pan (1) 
Coat of Arms (3) 
Island (1)  
National Anthem (1) 
Stories of hardship (1)  
Struggle (1)   
Cuban Exiles (1)  
Hard Work (1)  
Sugar Cane (1)  
Maracas (1)  
Cuisine (2)  
Café con Leche (2) 
Croquetas (1)  
Accents (1)  
Celia Cruz (1)   
Cha Cha Cha (1)  
Flag (16) 
Tocoloro (4) 
Tabacco (4) 
Guayabera (1) 
Cuisine (1) 
Son (1) 
Trova (1) 
Medical Field (1) 
Jose Marti (1) 
Folklore (1) 
Palma Real (6) 
Flor de la Mariposa (3) 
Charisma (2) 
Coat of Arms (6) 
The Malecon (1) 
National Anthem (4) 
Education (1) 
Rumba (1) 
Treasure (1)  
Rum (5)  
Happiness (1)  
Culture (1)  
 
*Respondents listed more than one national identity symbol,  
and each of the symbols they listed is counted in the table above.  
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As also observed in Table 4, one can see that Cuban Americans listed more 
aspects related to food and dance than did the islanders. Meanwhile, the islanders listed 
more national representations such as the Tocoloro (the national bird) than did their 
counterparts in the U.S., yet the level of nationalism in both as seen by the calculated 
mean scores is roughly the same. Also noticeably different is how respondents of the 
Cuban American sample listed “struggle,” “hardship,” and “exiles” as symbols of Cuban 
national identity, indicating that the passage from Cuba to the U.S. definitely plays a 
major role in shaping Cuban American nationalism. Nonetheless, despite the differences 
in the responses between the two samples, nationalism prevails in both as fundamentally 
a love for the people.   
Table 5 shows how expressions of nationalism from generation to generation can 
change. The 50+ generation witnessed the Revolution and therefore express a 
nationalistic sentiment based on politics. On the other hand, the 18-40 and 31-49 
generations were born and raised at a time when the hype for the Revolution cooled. Only 
one from each group expressed a political sentiment as opposed to 6 from the 50+ group. 
Hence, the study of nationalist sentiments from the people reveals patterns and confirms 
history. The Revolution shaped nationalism in such a way that individuals will feel love 
for their country through a political quality such as “freedom” or “independence.” It is 
equally interesting how all respondents regardless of age know their nation’s history, are 
familiar with the diversity statement “Quien no tiene de Congo tiene de Carabali,” and 
correctly recognize the patron saint of Cuba – La Caridad del Cobre. These are all 
identifiers of Cuban identity. Nonetheless, thinking of oneself as Cuban through these 
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various identifiers and birthplace, is different from feeling nationalistic for having this 
identity. Those who gave political answers are nationalistic because the aim of politics is 
to guarantee the well-being of the nation’s people and to elevate its status. This is 
nationalism; hence the reason why nationalism is oftentimes mistakenly classified as 
political.  
Table 5: Responses from Cuban Islanders sample (48) on Question 1: “What do you love 
most about Cuba? by generation 
 
 
 
 
18-40 (Special Period) 31-49 (Internationalist)  50+ (Hype of Revolution) 
Landscape 
Landscape 
Beaches 
Places, Nature 
Rum 
Music and the People 
People 
Culture and People 
Culture 
Everything 
Cuban women 
Cuban women 
Landscapes 
Freedom of Expression 
Traditions and Landscape 
Everything 
Daughter 
 
Everything 
Talent of the people 
People 
Sociocultural Life 
Everything 
Identity 
Culture/Identity 
Culture 
Climate 
Tranquility 
Cuban charisma 
Nature 
Freedom and 
Tranquility 
 
 
 
 
 
Nature  
People 
Freedom 
Land, Love, People, 
Freedom 
Independence 
Everything 
Nature 
Everything 
Cuban Flag 
Freedom 
Freedom 
Nature 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sociocultural and Geography Sociocultural Sociocultural and Political 
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All political sentiments are nationalistic, but not all nationalistic sentiments are 
political. Politics at its core is conducted based on claims for the welfare and security of 
the people. Whether politicians truly feel nationalistic or not, the decisions that they make 
for the people are oftentimes based on nationalist claims. However, nationalism is not 
always political. Those who love the people and its sociocultural life are equally 
nationalistic. A love of the people for their national identity is a love of the nation. As 
such, individual expressions of nationalism have always varied. Collective, however, 
takes a visible form. A large bloc of the 50+ generation in Cuba collectively express a 
nationalism based on politics as seen by the frequent appearance of “Freedom” or 
“Independence” in their responses (Table 4). Considerably large groups among those in 
the 18-30 and 31-49 collectively express the core of Cuban nationalism – sociocultural 
nationalism. This does not mean that all members of the 50+ generation were political 
nationalists, but the dominant form expressed politically across the island during the hype 
of the Revolution were based on political grounds. Similarly, not all members of the 18-
30 and 31-49 generations are nationalist for the love of the sociocultural life in Cuba, but 
the dominant form of nationalist expression today in the island is based on sociocultural 
grounds.        
Surprisingly, Cuban Americans portrayed a slightly higher level of nationalism 
than Cubans in the island. By taking the mean of the nationalist scores for each sample, I 
found that Cuban Americans had a mean score of 3.077 and Cubans in the island a 2.938 
both with low standard errors and high levels of significance.  
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Nationalist Cuban American respondents – those who received a score of “3” or 
“4” – shared one an expression of nationalism that Cubans in the island could not 
possibly have: nostalgia. Even among young Cuban Americans who never even visited 
Cuba, nationalism is oftentimes higher than among young Cubans in the island. The 
sense of uniqueness that comes with being Cuban in a university campus or location with 
a small Cuban community, for instance, adds to this slightly higher nationalist behavior. 
The point of this section, however, is not to determine which group of Cubans exhibits a 
more pronounced nationalist sentiment as measured, but the fact that the mean scores are 
roughly the same with the Cuban American case being slightly higher, is proof that 
nationalism is not confined by geography and these sentiments prevail in both 
communities. Moreover, the responses from both sample groups equally show that the 
core of nationalism is a love for the people and the sociocultural life of the Cuban.  
Reconfiguring Cuban Identities through Internationalism: The Angolan Mission  
Significant moments and iconic figures in Cuban history make frequent 
appearances in children books, newspapers, and monuments: the 1895 war of 
independence, Jose Marti, Antonio Maceo, the Revolution, Fidel Castro, Che Guevara, 
and the internationalist missions to Angola. This suggests that these missions, as part of 
the Cuban history hall of fame, must have had an impact on nationalist sentiments. A 
guitarist from the Malecon confirms the prevailing presence of Angola in Cuban 
memory. He claimed that “Angola still remains part of Cuban conversation today.” 69 In 
fact, 41 of 48 respondents in the Cuban sample and 30 of 38 respondents in the Cuban 
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American sample were familiar with Cuba’s involvement in Angola, suggesting that this 
international affair is known to Cubans in both communities. I anticipated that the Cuban 
sample would be more familiar than the Cuban American one, but to my surprise, the 
responses reveal that roughly the same amount of Cubans in both communities are aware 
of this affair.  
Internationalism, in the case of Cuba, has two meanings: (1) the elevation of 
mutual nationalisms, that of Cuba and the nation receiving its assistance, and (2) 
international nationalism, a nationalist sentiment of national superiority from the 
recruiters of a nation that provides assistance to another. Cubans were expected to 
develop nationalistic feelings to the Patria (Homeland) and share the sense of revolution 
and independence with the Angolan people. In other words, a great way for them to 
demonstrate their devotion to Cuba and the Revolution was through participating in 
internationalist missions. Cuban leaders thus delivered political speeches and used 
propaganda as principal venues for reaching out to the Cuban people and encouraging 
them to participate. The Cuban government also emphasized that by becoming 
internationalists, Cubans not only would have contributed to the rise of their homeland, 
but also defended it against a potential U.S. invasion by demonstrating to the 
international community what Cubans were capable of. The question is how important 
was this international affair to Cuban nationalism? This is the second part of the research. 
To best understand Cuban nationalism, one must know its core and understand how 
important events in the nation’s history may have shaped it. Very few, if any, answers 
have been offered. Most of the research and scholarly conversations on Cuban 
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nationalism focus primarily on the 1959 Revolution and before. This research is an 
attempt to initiate conversations or bring to life the hidden conversations of Cuban 
nationalism during the internationalist period and beyond.  
Cuban missions to Angola require special attention since Cuba directed most of its 
foreign policy efforts towards the Angolan mission between 1975 and 
1989. Internationalism had been a vital part of the Revolution’s platform since 1959 and 
smaller groups of Cubans were present in Angola before 1975 as military trainers and 
organizers of the Cabinda educational campaign during the Angolan War for 
Independence. However, internationalist missions were carried out at a much larger scale 
during the Angolan Civil War, beginning with Operation Carlota in November 1975 
when hundreds of thousands of Cubans were sent by the Cuban government in response 
to President Agostinho Neto’s urgent request to Havana for military aid to defend Luanda 
against attacks by South African forces.70 This affair officially launched Cuba’s 
internationalist period in Angola during which more than 500,000 Cubans participated, 
most of them as soldiers, but many others as doctors, nurses, teachers, professors, 
construction workers, and administrators. Hence, because the Cuban government 
dedicated most of its foreign policy and manpower resources to Angola and as seen by 
the sheer volume of participants, Cuba’s involvement in Angola must have had a major 
impact on Cuban national identities. 
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Current literature on the Angolan mission, however, primarily addresses the 
motivations of the Cuban government for intervention rather than the memories of those 
who carried out the mission: the internationalists. A number of scholars have written on 
how Cuban leaders emphasized the importance of becoming an internationalist, an 
honorary title that attracted Cubans, particularly soldiers and students. However, not 
enough literature is available on how the recruits responded to these efforts. Scholars 
such as Armando Entralgo and David Gonzalez Lopez have instead written on the 
nationalist rhetoric of Cuban leaders to intervene in Angola.71 Others such as Piero 
Gleijeses and Carlos Moore have provided well-established critiques of the political aims 
underlying the Angolan mission, but offer no answers to whether the Cuban government 
was actually successful in stirring a nationalist response.72 Hence, the rich information 
documented by these scholars contributes extensively to the history of Cuba’s foreign 
policy, but reveals only part of the Cuban involvement by focusing on political 
motivations rather than the memories of internationalists. Nonetheless, scholars such as 
Christine Hatzky have provided a new direction in scholarly conversations of Cuba-
Angolan studies by shifting away from politics of intervention and instead towards a 
more sociocultural approach. Hatzky’s book, Cubans in Angola, captures the 
internationalist experience to show how this affair impacted Cubans at the individual 
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level.73 While Hatzky’s work is a quantum leap in completing the Cuba-Angola 
historiography by centering on the internationalists’ memories, the question of how the 
missions impacted national identity remains unanswered. Through a qualitative analysis 
of interviews, blog posts, and commentaries, this paper intends to answer this question or 
at least contribute to the trend of studying internationalism in regard to Angola through 
the lens of the Cuban people.   
Recruitment 
Cuban identity and nationalism were used by Cuba’s political leadership to justify 
internationalist activity, primarily the missions to Angola. Cuban leaders, for instance, 
addressed Cuba’s historical connection with Africa in speeches and media venues to 
inspire Cubans, particularly Afro-Cubans, in assisting their “African brothers and 
sisters.”74 According to policymakers in Havana, the solidarity between Cuba and Angola 
was a result of “the historical impact that Africa has had” on Cuba’s culture.75 
Furthermore, during the first congress of the Cuban Communist Party in December 1975, 
Cuba’s Prime Minister professed that “the blood of Africa runs through Cuban [our] 
veins.”76 In the same event, Commander in Chief Fidel Castro addressed Cuban identity 
in terms of revolutionary principle and regional identity, while on the topic of Cuba’s 
solidarity with Angola, stated that “Cubans helped their [our] Angolan brothers on the 
basis of revolutionary principles…because the Cuban people [our] is both a Latin 
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American people and a Latin-African people.”77 Additionally, Castro affirmed in the 
same speech that the Angolan mission served as a great opportunity for the Cuban people 
to “honor Cuba’s [our] debt with Black Africa” for the past evils of African slavery 
committed in Cuba.78 This said, Cuba’s political leadership accentuated the presence of 
African culture in Cuba to the Cuban people in order to justify solidarity with and 
internationalism in regard to Angola. In doing so, Cuban authorities intended to remind 
all Cubans of their African-influenced identity and Afro-Cubans of their African roots in 
efforts to elevate nationalism and inspire them to participate in the Angolan mission with 
full purpose and passion. The authorities also pointed to the “shared history of 
oppression, rebellion, and heroism” between Cuba and Angola to compliment the Cuban 
people as a body of revolutionary heroes who would contribute their knowledge and 
willpower of revolution to their “Angolan brothers and sisters” via internationalist 
missions. 79      
In preparation to serve in Angola, Cuban internationalists, particularly civilian aid 
cadres, underwent political instruction as planned by the Cuban government. 80 With this 
instruction, Cuban political leaders expected the internationalists to maintain the 
ideological mindset and principles set by the Revolution throughout the duration of their 
mission. Government officials, as well as military and civilian leaders of internationalist 
missions gave speeches during these periods of political preparation to justify the 
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Angolan mission using nationalistic language. Such leaders, for instance, relied on Cuban 
identity to elevate nationalism among the internationalists by encouraging them to reflect 
on their African-influenced culture and revolutionary knowledge in assisting their 
Angolan brothers who struggle for the same independence and peace Cubans once fought 
for during Cuba’s War of Independence in 1895. Furthermore, by delivering nationalistic 
messages intended to revive Africa’s historical connection with Cuba, Cuban leaders 
expected Afro-Cubans to reconnect with their African roots and feel an instinctive urge to 
assist the Angolan people as a way of honoring their African ancestors. Overall, the 
Cuban government addressed Cuban identity through political speeches and media 
venues in eager hopes to stir nationalism for the missions in Angola. Hence, Cuban 
nationalism became a very important political strategy that  Cuba’s political leadership 
used to justify its main foreign policy, internationalism, in a nation that has a shared 
history with Cuba.  
It can therefore be established that the Cuban government placed substantial 
emphasis on Cuba’s revolutionary duty to and fraternal connection with the Angolan 
people to inspire nationalism among Cubans and thus mobilize recruitment for 
internationalism, and to ensure that those already recruited will give their full potential 
during their missions. The question remains however, how did the internationalist policy 
and experience affect national identities? The sections that follow are analyses of 
testimonies from former internationalists in Cuba and the U.S., most of whom in some 
way remember their internationalist experience as a life-changing or adventurous one. 
Did it inspire nationalism in some or in most is the million-dollar question.  
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Testimonies 
A close examination of the internationalist missions to Angola, where most of the 
internationalists served, will thus reveal how these missions affected nationalism in Cuba 
since 1975 using written and verbal testimonies to properly historicize the Cuban 
memory of internationalism and the island’s nationalist response.     
In a book by Oscar Ribas, the Editorial of the Social Sciences writes at the beginning:  
“The ties that unite Cuba and Angola are unbreakable, starting with the history of 
those who were taken out of their lands and turned into slaves, to current times, 
[which are] filled with glory and courage in the bloody combat against 
imperialism towards the final victory.”81   
 
 Such language is common in books and articles on this international affair 
published in Cuba. The question is whether the people share these same sentiments, and 
for those that do, how did this impact their national identity? In search for the answer, I 
read several memoirs published in Cuba and the U.S., analyzed blog posts on La Ultima 
Guerra (The Last War) and commentary sections on news articles where Cubans in 
general post about their views on the Angolan mission and internationalists on their 
experiences, and interviewed 27 internationalists who served in Angola, 10 in the U.S. 
and 17 in Havana. The most fundamental question of the interviews was “Did your 
experience in Angola make you feel more Cuban?” To this, most of the 27 respondents 
answered either “yes” or “of course,” while others gave a ‘no, not really’ look. Some 
were disappointed with their experience, but nevertheless felt ‘good’ about their service. 
Whether ‘feeling good’ did something to one’s national identity or not will be explored in 
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the sections that follow. Overall, the results confirm that this international affair impacted 
national identities by affecting one’s pride in being Cuban. Both reactions were observed 
in publications and the interviews conducted in the U.S. and in Cuba.       
Written and verbal accounts in Cuba of the internationalist missions to Angola 
tend to be very nationalistic. There is a common tendency by authors of these accounts to 
assert that all Cuban internationalists felt or should have felt nationalistic towards the 
Angolan mission. For example, Pedro Edy Campos Perales, a former Lieutenant Colonel 
graduated from the Technical Military Institute, and Maricel Elena Acosta Leyva, 
consultant and director of television, together wrote a book titled Bayate y en la mision en 
Angola that articulates highly nationalistic language that implied a sense of duty and 
satisfaction supposedly felt by most internationalists while fighting imperialism and 
helping Cuba’s sister nation. The authors used the testimonies of 17 internationalists and 
the mother of a combatant martyr to speak on behalf of an entire population. The purpose 
of this book, as stated by both authors, is to teach of “the humanism and altruism that 
characterizes Cubans, and especially, of the justice of internationalism.”82 With this 
statement, the authors give the impression that Cubans are humanitarian, and that their 
involvement represented justice. Perales and Leyva are also convinced that “the 
experiences of each combatant contributed to enriching the memory of the Cuban nation” 
and that this memory needs to be “transmitted to the new generations.”83 The authors 
believe that the nationalist sentiment of this period does not end in 1989, but should 
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continue as a national memory of heroism to new generations. Authors like Perales and 
Leyva therefore see the affair in Angola as a cause and inspiration for nationalism.  
Individual feelings of compassion, achievement, or neutral positivism towards the 
Angolan mission, as seen in testimonies by local Cubans may or may not have 
contributed to the rise of Cuban nationalism. It seems that many former internationalists 
felt personally satisfied with their missions, but not necessarily more patriotic or 
nationalistic towards the homeland as the Cuban government had anticipated. Among 
these were two booksellers at Plaza de Armas, one who went to Angola in 1981 as a 
professor of a student-teacher group belonging to the Ernesto Che Guevara 
Internationalist Pedagogical Detachment (Destacamento Pedagogico Internacionalista 
Ernesto Che Guevara) and the other who served as a reservist when he was 19 years of 
age in Cuito Cuanavale, a southern Angolan province in 1988. The first bookseller 
testified that he served in Angola for a good cause and that he felt accomplished for 
having done so.84 The second bookseller also had a positive reaction and made clear that 
he enjoyed his experience in Angola.85 These positive responses reflect a sense of 
humanitarianism or personal achievement, but not necessarily nationalism. While 
nationalism can be shaped by humanitarian sentiments, it is difficult to determine when 
such sentiments count towards one’s identity as a humanitarian or as a member of the 
nation.  
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Cases where humanitarian and nationalist sentiments did intertwine occurred 
when the internationalist felt pride in being part of a nation that empowered him or her to 
become a humanitarian and help a people in need. Such was the case with a Cuban 
pulmonologist from San Antonio de los Baños, who went to Luanda, Angola, in October 
1985 where he worked for two years; to ease the flow of this analysis, I will refer to the 
pulmonologist as “Interviewee N.”86 This interviewee was motivated to join the mission 
because he felt that it was his duty to participate, and his father’s work in Angola as a 
representative of a Cuban electrical company in 1978 also inspired him to participate. As 
a first year medical student, interviewee N and some of his colleagues were asked one 
day at work if they were interested in going to Angola. Seeing an opportunity to fulfill his 
duty and follow his father’s footsteps, he raised his hand to volunteer. Despite his 
willingness, he was not called for several weeks, and the long wait caused him to worry. 
When finally called, interviewee N traveled to Luanda in October 1985 where he worked 
for two years as a civilian internationalist. Interviewee N admitted that the Cuban 
government imposed restrictions that did not allow Cubans to interact with Angolans 
outside of work, but these regulations did not stop him from connecting with the Angolan 
people at a cultural level. He mentioned having been mistaken as an Angolan and firmly 
stated that “those,” the Angolans, “were his [my] people.” Furthermore, interviewee N 
mentioned that internationalists such as himself went abroad for spiritual reasons as 
opposed to internationalists of the twenty-first century who mostly go for pay and other 
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financial reasons.87 This depicts how propaganda for internationalism significantly 
disappeared in Cuba after the last Cuban troops returned in 1991. Consequently, though 
still part of the Revolution’s agenda, both principles of solidarity and internationalism in 
the essence of nationalism have become part of the past.       
Outside of Cuba, testimonies in response to the Angolan mission communicate 
one or a combination of three tones: neutral, altruistic, or negative. However, a number of 
internationalists living outside of Cuba did share positive memories of their service. For 
instance, one of the interviewees, a former civilian internationalist who worked as an 
obstetrician in Luanda, Angola’s capital, stated that she felt morally accomplished for 
helping Angolan women. She was fascinated by Angolan culture and grew attached to 
Angolans. Her husband, who also served as an obstetrician in Luanda, was more skeptical 
and asserted that internationalist service was obligatory, but he shared positive memories 
of his experience as well such as his personal outings with both Cubans and Angolans 
while in Luanda. The former remembers the Angolan mission as a ‘personal growth’ 
experience while the latter recalls the mission as having been adventurous.  While these 
two civilian internationalists had different experiences that shaped their views and the 
way they remember Angola, both have positive memories.  
Similarly, two military internationalists who served as medical doctors in the 
army had their skeptical viewpoints, but shared a number of positive memories as well. 
One adopted an Angolan girl who was injured during the war and whom he had helped, 
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while the other saved an infant whose parents named in his honor.88 The latter also 
recalled having become friends with Angolans, especially with a chief of a kimbo with 
whom he played chess. These life-changing experiences along with many other personal 
encounters, new relationships, and learning outcomes are remembered by participants of 
the Angolan mission.89   
Some of the interviewees in the U.S. (4 of 10), however, reported having felt 
brainwashed by political authorities or underwent traumatic experiences. For example, an 
interviewee who went to Luanda as an 18-year-old soldier from April 1979 to May 1981 
admitted that he was pleased with helping a struggling people, but his expectations of 
internationalism faded when he arrived in Angola. He stated that the awkward welcome 
and minor impact of his service in Luanda led him to “see how misled he was by the 
Cuban officials” who had constantly emphasized the significance of becoming an 
internationalist.90 He witnessed many atrocities such as the explosion of caravans in roads 
infested with mines and the death of his friends. Despite the disappointment and war 
trauma, he believed that the Angolan mission served as an “enormous school” of life 
experiences.91 This interviewee recognized the humanitarian aspect of internationalism to 
Angola, but his perception of the government as manipulative did little to inspire 
nationalism in him.  
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 Needless to say, Cuba’s involvement in Angola, especially in the late 1970s, 
triggered a wave of nationalism across the island. Today, some internationalists continue 
to feel nationalistic pride for their service abroad. 8 of the 17 interviewees conducted in 
Cuba admitted that they felt more pride in being Cuban as a result of internationalism to 
Angola. One reported that his family felt “happy for his [my] sacrifice for another 
nation,” meaning that both he and his family members felt greater attachment to Cuba as 
a result of his internationalist service. A former Professor of Literature at the University 
of Havana confessed that he went to Angola almost illegally. The Cuban government 
needed professors to stay in the island, but he enlisted himself anyway in 1983 because 
he sought to help the struggle for socialism in Angola. He recalled the time when he 
encountered the men who fought in the Battle of Cangamba in 1983, men whom he 
viewed as an inspiration to keep going and fight. Moreover, the former professor 
repeatedly stated, “I would have rather died there than given up.” One of the 
respondents’s eyes watered as he retold his experiences with Angolans during his service. 
He was in Luango as a reservist from 1986 to 1989 where he constantly met with 
Angolans and received a necklace as a gift from the soba (chief) of a kimbo (village). 
Moreover, when accepting his internationalist service, his father proudly shared the news 
with members of the local Committee of the Defense of the Revolution (CDR) – 
neighborhood organizations organized by the Revolution. Similarly, another respondent 
recalled his experiences with Angolans from which he learned to speak Portuguese. He 
served as a cook, driver, and hygienist in Angola from 1981 to 1983 where he saved a 
little Angolan girl whom he had planned to adopt. As seen by the anecdotes and 
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heartwarming memories of these respondents, these missions to Angola did stir 
nationalism among a number of Cubans who served; perhaps not among all, but among 
those who did feel inspired, this international affair strengthened commitment to the 
nation. 
The Media  
The complexity of nationalist sentiments in relation to the Angolan mission can 
also be seen through the media. There are various venues in the media through which 
former Cuban internationalists exchange thoughts and communicate their sentiments 
towards the Angolan mission. Such venues include articles and comments from Granma 
and Juventud Rebelde, Cuba’s state newspaper and youth newspaper, respectively, and 
the “Reencuentros” section of La Ultima Guerra, a blog made by a Cuban American 
where former internationalists exchange their thoughts on the Angolan mission.92  
In an article published in Granma, Orlando Gonzalez narrates his experience in 
combat during the battle of Sumbe in Angola in March 1984.93 He provides a detailed 
insight into what occurred, how he reacted, and the outcomes. The comments written in 
response to this article are positive and express nationalist sentiments.94 One 
commentator referred to the internationalist period as “the heroic pages written by the 
Cuban combatants in their fight for the independence of the African countries,” while 
another characterized the history of this period as one that “helps Cubans [us] maintain as 
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a bastion their [our] Revolution and internationalist spirit.”95 The most nationalistic 
comment found in the commentary section of this article addresses the new generation, 
revolutionary work, and Cubanismo (being Cuban). This comment is worth including for 
the purpose of examining nationalist sentiment in response to the Angolan mission:   
“These histories are the ones that the new generation that is forming needs to see. 
We need to remember that almost all of us were like them but if we tell them 
episodes like these, we would gain what we have always wanted from them, the 
CONTINUATION OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WORK OF WHICH SO 
MANY MEN AND WOMEN PAID FOR TO THIS COUNTRY… my respects 
to all of the family members of those who fell in that gesture of infinite courage 
and moreover to CUBANISMO…” (emphasis included in the original).96 
 
The language of the comments is proud and clearly nationalistic. Most of them 
have been written by Cubans in the island who feel proud of Cuba’s involvement in 
Angola or by government officials. Perhaps some were written by Cubans living 
elsewhere who also share these feelings. Regardless, the existence of such responses 
demonstrates that the Angolan mission reinforced nationalist sentiment of many Cubans, 
though not in all. 
A study of the La Ultima Guerra where former Cuban internationalists exchange 
reflections on their experiences during the mission further illustrates the complex nature 
of Cuban nationalism in relation to the Angolan involvement. In this blog, there are 
slightly more negative than positive reflections posted, but overall, the reactions are fairly 
mixed.  
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Many of those who in the blog remember their internationalist mission as a 
unique learning experience. Jorge, who went to Lubango from 1987 to 1989 
acknowledged that he “learned what it means to value the human being.”97 Though this 
comment does not imply that he felt more nationalistic, he did learn a positive lesson 
from his experience. Eduardo Corrales Gomez, who went to Luanda from 1988 to 1990, 
referred to his own service as an “unforgettable experience.”98 In the context of the post, 
Gomez stressed that this ‘unforgettable experience’ was positive and impacted his life.  
Interestingly, the language of many posts is nationalistic. For example, Lucho 
Vera posted, “We Cubans who participated in that gesture are proud for having 
contributed to the definite liberation of many African countries from colonialism.”99 He 
ended the comment with, “Long live mother Africa!”100 The nationalism in Vera’s post is 
seen in those first two words: “We Cubans.” He could have said, “I am glad to have 
participated in that gesture…” but instead, he decides to open with We Cubans, which 
points to his pride in associating himself with a community of individuals who helped 
liberate “mother Africa.” The dynamic history between Cuba and Africa also played an 
influential role in inspiring nationalism among internationalists. By referring to Africa as 
“mother,” Vera reveals how the Cuba-Africa story played a key role in his national 
identity.  
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Other posts, however, portray feelings of having been manipulated or having 
underwent bad experiences. Fernando Aleman Braojo, for instance, posted that “they 
[we] were all manipulated to a conflict from which today its leaders almost ignore their 
children soldiers.”101 Braojo’s comment shows the anti-nationalist perspective by 
asserting that all internationalists were manipulated; however, there were many who did 
not feel manipulated. Furthermore, in thanking the blog for allowing him/her to “break 
his/her [my] silence,” a blogger by the name of Irosoate revealed the silence that 
internationalists faced following the end of the internationalist period.102 Lazaro 
Gonzalez’s post further proves this point by praising the blog as a source for revealing 
“to the world and to Cubans the horrible hidden stories up to today” of internationalism 
in Angola.103 For these bloggers, the Angolan mission did nothing to strengthen their 
commitment to the nation, and oftentimes even diminished this commitment. This does 
not mean that they were not nationalists, but that the Angolan mission did not form part 
of their national identity. 
Along with the skepticism towards the missions, many others also questioned the 
benefits gained from internationalism and exposed the suffering that the missions brought 
to many Cubans. An Anonymous source wrote in response to an Angolan criticizing the 
Cuban intervention in Angola, "Can you tell me in what way did that war benefit 
Cubans?,” a war where “thousands of youths [were] separated from their homes” and 
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“many were not paid for this sacrifice.”104 Comments like these appear in the blog, 
indicating that some Cubans saw Cuba’s involvement in Angola as unnecessary for the 
Cuban people. Such comments reveal ambivalence towards the Angolan mission by 
several Cubans to this international affair. Regarding the suffering faced by Cubans, 
particularly the families of internationalists, Aguaya wrote, “I will also not forget their 
[relatives who served as internationalists] mothers suffering all the time…trembling 
every time they heard or read of some war or battle...with visible traumas and 
nervousness…”105 The suffering of Cuban families is treated in some memoirs published 
in Cuba as a true suffering, but one consoled with pride for their relatives who partook in 
a grand humanitarian struggle. However, not every Cuban family reacted this way as 
confirmed by Aguaya’s comment that the participation of internationalists in a brutal war 
across the Atlantic brought trauma and nervousness to their relatives. 
Cuba’s involvement in Angola impacted the lives of millions in the island, above 
all the internationalists themselves and their family members. The fact that this affair did 
reinforce national commitment for some is enough to affirm that the mission to Angola 
had implications for Cuban nationalism, but only among those who were directly affected 
– internationalists, family members, and Cubans who witnessed the internationalist 
period in their adolescence or adulthood. Again, though covered in political language, at 
the core of this nationalism among this group of Cubans is still a love for the people and 
its sociocultural life. The word “internationalist” suggests a feeling of nationhood; more 
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specifically, a feeling of peoplehood – whether this be a sense of superiority among 
Cuban nationals for undertaking such a large international mission, or fraternity with 
Angolans. Among those who disliked their experience, internationalism may have 
diminished their commitment to the nation through the disillusionment with the affair and 
the Cuban government. Hence, for better or worse, the missions to Angola did have 
major implications for national identities, and though it has become an era of the past, 
these missions continue to be a source of nationalism among a number of Cubans, as are 
other sources such as culture, cuisine, political interests, and history. Put differently, all 
of these sources, including the Angolan mission, are expressions of Cuban nationalism – 
at the core of each expression, and thus at the core of this nationalism – is a fundamental 
love for the people and its vibrant sociocultural life.  
Conclusion  
Through an in-depth analysis of surveys and interviews, I found that Cuban 
nationalism at its core is expressed as a love for the traditions of the Cuban people. The 
specific expression, however, may differ according to political, historical, or cultural 
interests. For instance, in the case of internationalism in regards to Angola, a number of 
Cubans felt either a humanitarian or revolutionary nationalism. Some felt both, which 
together made up internationalist nationalism, a sentiment or desire to help another 
people and at the same time earn respect for their nation from the international 
community for undertaking such a mission. In this case, the general sentiment is still a 
love for the people, but it is specifically expressed with a revolutionary or humanitarian 
attitude. Meanwhile, other Cubans such as the radio commentator from Havana, who 
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states that he loves the potential and talent of the Cuban people, express a nationalism 
through a cultural lens. Moreover, others who are politically involved do not necessarily 
agree with the island’s current political regime. Among these are Cuban Americans who 
participate in organizations, movements, and activities that promote a ‘free and 
democratic Cuba.’ The apparent divisions in nationalism between pro-Revolution and 
anti-Revolution Cubans, for example, are merely different forms of nationalist expression 
that have a common core and present similar claims of knowing what is best for the 
people. As such, forms of expressing nationalism differ from individual to individual and 
community to community, but what connects all Cubans is fundamentally a common love 
for the people – a love for the characteristic traditions of Cubans. This is Cuban 
nationalism.  
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